
First Sherlocks by Country Index 
(Country & Early Sherlock Holmes Performers) 

1) England  - Charles H.E. Brookfield,  John Webb, William S. Newman, 
Dan Leno 

2) U.S.A. - John Page, Neil McNeil, Ferris Hartman, Joseph C. Miron, 
William Gillette  

3) Albania - Gentian Hazizaj 
4) Argentina - Eliseo San Juan, Pablo Podesta, Wallace Erskine, Alberto 

Olmedo 
5) Armenia - Hovhannes Zarifian, Mugerdich Noorian, Elia Kimitian 
6) Australia - Mr. A. Devitt, Carden Wilson, Joseph Millane, Thomas 

Kingston, O. P. Heggie 
7) Austria - Franz von Schönthan, Hugo Flink  
8) Azerbaijan - Azerbaijan Sherlock Holmes Flashmob , Haji Ismailov  
9) Bangladesh - Mohi Reza, Koushik Rakib 
10) Belarus - Algimantas Masiulis, Igor Smirnov 
11) Belgium  - Marcel Myin  
12) Bermuda - Kumiko Mendl 
13) Brazil -Zacarias (Mauro Faccio Gonçalves), Stênio Garcia, Didi Mocó 

(Renato Aragão) 
14) Bulgaria - Daniel Cochev 
15) Burma - Harry H Corbett  
16) Canada - Reuben Fax, Cuyler Hastings, Red Newman 
17) Chile - Patricio Andrade 
18) China - Li Pingqian, Alex Vanderpor 
19) China - Hong Kong  - Seth Leslie,  Yuan Weishen 
20) Colombia - José Félix Londoño 
21) Commonwealth of  The Bahamas - Bert A. Williams 
22) Croatia - Rakan Rushaidat 
23) Cuba - Frank Gonzalez 
24) Cyprus - Andreas Moustras, Andy Fox  
25) Czechoslovakia - Ferdinand Kaňkovský, Eman Fiala 
26) Denmark - J. F. S. Dorph-Petersen, Jens Walther, Otto Lagoni, Vilhelm 

Birch, Albrecht Schmidt, Arne Jensen, Carl Thomsen , Emil Wulff  
27) Egypt - Abd Al Rachman Mahmoud 
28) Estonia - Pavel Pinna, Marko Matvere  
29) Falkland Islands - Jorge Pacheco 
30) Finland - Knut Nyblom, William Larsson, Mr. Demyur,  Jalmari Rinnes 
31) France - Firmin Gemier , Henry Krauss 
32) Germany - Albert Bozenhard, Ferdinand Bonn, Franz Schwarwhenka, 

Philipp Lothar Mayring 
33) West Germany - Ernst Fritz Furbringer, Theo Shall,  Herwart Grosse 
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34) Ghana - Mubarak Wakaso 
35) Greece - Andreas Barkoulis, Leonidas Kakouris 
36) Groningen - Ashley Wright 
37) Holland - Henri de Vries, Eduard Verkade 
38) Hungary -  Károly Baumann  
39) Iceland - Jens B. Waage, Bjarni Björnsson  
40) India - Henry Dallas, Stephen Wilkinson,  Sisir Batabyal, Asit Sen, Anil 

Kapoor, Ranbir Kapoor, Rajeev Khandelwal  
41) Indonesia - Ad Boy Ukn, Syafriadi Guccy, M. Llyas Reyhan 
42) Ireland -  Hamilton Deane, William Desmond,  Peter O’Toole, 
43) Israel - Dror Shadur, Gidi Gov, Yaron Brovinsky  
44) Isle of  Mann -  Bertram A. Croucher, Paul Wind, Willy Schmieder 
45) Italy -  Signore Renzi, Giuseppe Gambardella, Emilio Vardanne, 

(Ferdinand) Nando Gazzolo  
46) Japan - Claude King, Oki Juin-ichiro, Taichiro Hirokawa, Takeshi 

Kusaka, Shozo Uesugi  
47) Kazakhstan - Arthur Shipanov 
48) Kyrgyzstan - Temirlan Budakov 
49) Laos - Daniel Foley 
50) Latvia- Juris Strenga, Valentina Skulmi 
51) Lithuania - Algimantas Masiulis  
52) Malaysia - Raul Dylan Hogarth,  Bryan Tiang, Charmaine Koh 
53) Mexico - Jose Baviera, Nigel Bruce 
54) Moldova - Roman Dumitru 
55) Myanmar - Khant Si Thu 
56) New Zealand - Harry Plimmer, Arthur Edwards Manning 
57) North Sea - G. E. A. Jackson 
58) Northern Ireland -  Cyril Scott , Percy Copley, Miss D. Lavant 
59) Norway - Ingolf  Schanche  
60) Pakistan - Agha Majid aka Aroo Grenade, Babu Rana, Charlotte Mafham 
61) Peru - Roberto Salazar  
62) Philippines - John Chuahiock , Paul Holme, Alexis Gordovez  
63) Poland - Kazimierz Kamiński,  Krzysztof  Stawowy, Konrad Tom, 

Geoffrey Whitehead 
64) Portugal - Joaquim de Almeida  
65) Puerto Rico - Eugenio Monclova  
66) Queen Mary 2 - International Waters - Ken Maynard 
67) Romania - Ion Marinescu, Victor Rebengiuk, Radu Pietreanu, Adriana 

Matei, Mihai Constantinescu 
68) Ruhleben - E. J. Davies 
69) Russia - Boris Glagolin, Mr. Borchenko, Vsevolod Blumenthal-Tamarin, 

Vasily Dalmatov, A. P. Dolin, Mr. Gursky, Mr. Karsavin, В. М. Maysky, 
Mr. Maisky  
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70) Scotland - Neil McNeil, Walter Bentley,  Joseph Millane, W. McWilliams, 
Olaf  Hytten, Sir Kenneth Macmillan. 

71) Serbia - Ferenc Agota 
72) Siam - King Vajivarudh (Rama VI) 
73) Singapore - Lingyi Xiong, Chrysan Lee 
74) Slovakia - Miroslav Bodoki aka Boris Srník, Radovan Hudec 
75) South Africa - Robert Baden-Powell , Leonard Rayne, Horace Hunter, 

Roy Redgrave, Basil Rathbone 
76) South Korea - Song Yongjin, Kim Won-jun, Park Sang-Woo, Kim Joo-

Yong, Kim Dohyun, Yoo Jae-suk, Gary, Haha, Kim Jong-kook, Lee 
Kwang-soo, Song Ji-hyo, Kim Je-dong, Yoon Do-hyun,  Ji Suk-jin  

77) Spain - Enric Gimenez, Eliseo San Juan,  Josep Santpere, Enrique Ramal  
78) Sri Lanka - Shanaka Amarasinghe, Pubudu Chathuranga 
79) Sudai Arabia - Amanda Combs 
80) Sweden - Emil Bergendorff, Sven Bergvall, William Larsson, Emil 

Ljungqvist, Oskar Textorius, Hugo Rönnblad 
81) Switzerland -  Monsieur Coursière, Marcel Imhoff, Vincent Aubert 
82) Tahiti - Christophe Delort 
83) Taiwan - Ye Xingchen, Allan Hsieh 
84) Thailand - Nigel Miles-Thomas, Matthew Lam, Allan Hsieh 
85) Trinidad and Tobago -  
86) Tunisia - Ayoub Marzouki 
87) Turkey - Erol Günaydın, Cezmi Baskin, Burak Karaman 
88)  Ukraine - Mr. Saveliev, Valentin Golovko ,Vasily Lanovoy, Nikolay Volkov 
89) United Arab Emirates - Dubai - Arjun Burman, Asad Raza Khan 
90) Uruguay - Wallace Erskine  
91) Venezuela - Juan Manuel Montesinos 
92) Vietnam - Duc (aka Salazar),  Đen Vâu (Nguyễn Đức Cường), Tín Na 

Nguyễn 
93) Wales - Roger Rees 
94) Zimbabwe - Nigel Zerah 
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Who’s On First, It’s Not So Elementary 
by 

Howard Ostrom 

While making up some questions for a Sherlock Holmes quiz, I included some questions 
like, “Who was the first actor to play Sherlock Holmes on TV?” and “Who was the first 
Sherlock Holmes performer on stage?”. These questions got me interested in researching 
who was the first Sherlock Holmes performer in different countries, a subject I discovered 
was very difficult to research. The more I discussed it with Sherlockian friends from 
around the world, the more I discovered how very little I knew, and still yet how very little 
research has been done on the subject. Therefore the purpose of  this essay is not to lay 
claim to the fact that these are the very first Sherlock Holmes performers for a particular 
country, but they are simply the earliest performers our research has uncovered. We 
present this essay with the hope that the readers of  it can supply me with much more 
information on the subject. (*And so many have already this its 3rd revision!) 

England - Great Britain 

1893 - Charles Hallam Elton Brookfield (1857 – 1913)  who played Sherlock Holmes 
on the London stage in “Under the Clock”, was born in London which makes him first 
ever Sherlock Holmes in any medium AND first Englishman to play Holmes. 

 Charles H.E. Brookfield 
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“November 1893, the month before Sherlock Holmes supposedly fell to his death at the 
end of  the adventure ‘The Final Problem’, saw the character make his debut on the stage. 
‘Under the Clock’, a one-act musical satire, opened on the twenty-fifth of  November at 
the Royal Court Theatre, London, forming part of  a triple bill. The play was written by 
Charles Brookfield and Seymour Hicks, who would also portray Holmes and Watson 
respectively (albeit with a strange choice of  wardrobe – Holmes wore black tights and 
sported a full beard, while Watson’s apparel included a monocle and a pirate’s cap). The 
play and its satirical tone, which was merely used as a front to throw mocking asides at 
certain members of  the acting establishment, was given short shrift by the reviewers as 
well as Sir Arthur Conan Doyle himself. Despite this, the play achieved seventy-eight 
performances before the curtain fell for the final time on the twenty-fifth January, 1894.”  1

 Charles H.E. Brookfield as Sherlock Holmes 

 http://paulstuarthayes.blogspot.com/2013/11/charles-brookfield-firstsherlock-holmes.html1
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1894 -  John Webb (1864-1913), an English actor, played Sherlock Holmes in the 
Charles Rogers stage production “Sherlock Holmes: a Psychological Drama in Five Acts”, 
for five performances at Glasgow’s Theatre Royal in the Spring of  1894. 

John Webb 
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1894 -  William Samuel Newman (1864-1897)  played Forelock Combs in "Babes in 
the Wood” at the Princess Theatre, Oxford Street, London in 1894. If  you look at the 
clipping you'll see a William Downes playing Dr. Dash. Newman & Downes (sometimes 
spelled Downs) was a comedy duo for over 15 years. They were often described as thin as 
laths & tallest on the boards. They were comic dancers, often as negroes & very well liked. 
William S. Newman died of  pleurisy at age 33. 

William Samuel Newman 
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1901-03 - Dan Leno (1860-1904)  (real name George Wild Galvin) born 
St.Pancras, London started burlesquing Sherlock Holmes, shortly after the William 
Gillette appearances, as part of  his ‘Dame’ act as Sister Anne in the pantomime 
"Bluebeard" at Drury Lane (1901-03). 

Dan Leno 
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United States 

1896-97 - John (Johnnie) Page and Neil McNeil (McNeill), since we have John 
Page with the name 'Sherlock', and Neil McNeil with 'Holmes'  in an 1896 American 
Stage production "Hendrick Hudson Jr." Shall we call it a dead heat for the 1st American 
Sherlock Holmes, or should Ferris Hartman have the honor since he used the whole 
monicker? 

John Page and Neil McNeil 

1899 - Ferris Hartman (1861 - 1931) might have honors as the 1st ever American stage 
Sherlock Holmes if  we dismiss the Page and McNeil duo claim from above above. Ferris 
Hartman took to the stage as Holmes on 24th April 1899 in the play “The Man in The 
Moon”. This means he preceded the legendary William Gillette as the 1st American 
Stage Sherlock Holmes by nearly 6 months. 

                         Ferris Hartman                      “The Man in The Moon” 
                                                                                    Program Cover 
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“...New York theatrical impresario George Lederer produced “The Man in The Moon” 
with music by the well-known composer Reginald DeKoven (who wrote ‘Oh Promise 
Me’) and libretto by Louis Harrison and Stanislaus Strange. Part ballet, part ‘women in 
lingerie’, “The Man in The Moon” featured both Sherlock Holmes and Arthur Conan 
Doyle as characters, with Conan Doyle for a reason that is difficult to fathom, affecting a 
Dutch accent. Before going on tour, “The Man in The Moon” ran 182 performances in 
New York. Not bad. But the real blockbuster was going to be the Gillette’s play.”  2

1899 - Joseph C. Miron (Also known as: J. C. Miron Joseph Miron) played the 
parts Prairie Dog Pete and Whaley in “The Man in the Moon” and was Ferris Hartman’s 
understudy as Sherlock Holmes. When Hartman left the play he took over the role of  
Sherlock Holmes full-time. 
 

Man in the Moon (1899) (S) 

1899 - William Gillette (1853 - 1937) while perhaps technically not the1st American 
Sherlock Holmes, he was the best known and most influential stage Sherlock Holmes. 
Following his copyright performance in England, Sherlock Holmes debuted on October 
23, 1899 at the Star Theatre in Buffalo. From 1899 - 1932 William Gillette performed 
Sherlock Holmes on stage approximately 1,300 times. Often while performing other plays 
popular demand induced him to add on at least one extra performance of  “Sherlock 
Holmes”.  The Gillette “Sherlock Holmes” play was nearly as influential in introducing  

 Panek, Leroy Lad, “The Origins of the American Detective Story”, McFarland & Co., 20062
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the character of  Sherlock Holmes to a worldwide audience as the Conan Doyle stories 
were. William Gillette’s His portrayal of  Holmes helped create the modern image of  the 
detective. 
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Holmes (William Gillette) and 
his hypodermic, with Dr. 

Watson (Bruce McRae, left)  
1899 Broadway production of  

Sherlock Holmes

William Gillette as Sherlock Holmes 
Lithograph – 1900 

Library of  Congress Collection



Albania 

2018-19 - Gentian Hazizaj played the role of  Sherlock Holmes in Kenneth Ludwig’s 
“Sherlok Holms dhe Langoi i Baskervillëve” (known in U.S. as “Baskerville, A Sherlock 
Holmes Mystery) . Premiering 19 December  2018 and running through 3 February 2019 
at the Teatrin Metropol in in Tirana, Albania. Rozi Kostani plays the role of  Dr. Watson, 
while the other actors Herion Mustafaraj, Mirela Naska, Amri Hasanbelli, Ermir Hoxhaj, 
Klodjana Keco bring about forty characters between humorous situations. Although the 
date is 2018, the stage performance is the  first anything from Albania for my notes.   

 

Gentian Hazizaj  
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Argentina 

1908 - Eliseo San Juan, a Spanish actor debuted as Sherlock Holmes 23 May 1908 in 
the Apolio theater in Buenos Aires, Argentina, (that of  Pepe Podestá), in "Sherlock 
Holmes", French arrangement an by Vidal & Traversa.  A few months later he was once 
again Sherlock Holmes in “Aventuras de Sherlock Holmes” (“Adventures of  Sherlock 
Holmes”) arrangement, "El Vendedor de Cadáveres ,” (“The Seller of  Cadavers”) by 
Agustin Fontanella July 20th at the same venue. Argentinian Pablo Podesta, considered 
the most talented of  Argentina’s famous Podesta entertainment family, then played the 
role soon after in the “New Adventures of  Sherlock Holmes” at the St Martin theatre. 
1908 seemed to be the year of  Sherlock Holmes in Buenos Aires as the Bordeaux-Cairo 
Italian company would also perform a “Sherlock Holmes” play at the Modern 
theatre there.    3

Eliseo San Juan                              Pablo Podesta 

 http://www.lanacion.com.ar/978140-en-1908-sherlock-holmes-estuvo-aqui3
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1908 - Wallace Erskine, born in Cheshire & active on US stage from 1899, later to 
become Arthur Conan Doyle’s secretary and/or business manager during ACD's  US 
tour of  ’23, also toured South America as Sherlock Holmes in that famed 1908 year with 
8 weeks of  the 10 week tour in Buenos Aires., for De Mille Comedy Dramatic Company.  4

Wallace Erskine 

1980 - Alberto Olmedo (1933 - 1988), an Argentinian comedian/actor, played 
Sherlock Holmes in an eight minute sketch titled ‘Sherlock Holmes Cordobes’ on the 
“Alberto and Susana” TV show (1980). (Found by Ray Wilcockson!) 

Alberto Olmedo 

You can watch the skit of  Alberto Olmedo in ‘Sherlock Holmes Cordobes’ on youtube at:  
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ugIX8F_maU0&list=WL&index=16 

 4
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Armenia 
                                                                                                          

1920s and 1930s - Hovhannes Zarifian (1879 - 1937), Mugerdich Noorian, and 
Elia Kimitian formed the Hai Arvest Taderakhoump, The Armenian Art Theater, 
which performed all it’s plays in the Armenian language, in New York City, during the 
1920s and 1930s. One of  the non-Armenian plays in it’s repertory was William Gillette’s 
“Sherlock Holmes”.  5

Elia Kimitian 
 

I Hear of  Sherlock Everywhere Podcast Logo 
http://www.ihearofsherlock.com 

 Contemporary Armenian American Drama: An Anthology edited by Nishan Parlakian, S. Peter Cowe5
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Australia 

1898  - Mr. A. Devitt is possibly the earliest portrayer of  Sherlock Holmes, Ray 
Wilcockson discovered for Australia. Mr. A. Devitt played the role in the convict play "His 
Natural Life" performed 9 Nov 1898.  Once being a British penal colony, I guess it’s 6

appropriate that Mr. Devitt played the role in a convict play, and at least Sherlock Holmes 
was a sentry, and not a convict. 

 

Mr. A. Devitt 

 http://trove.nla.gov.au/newspaper/article/76628154?searchTerm=sherlock%20holmes&searchLimits=l-6

decade=189
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1904-06 - Carden Wilson toured  Australia  as a mimic and one of  his most popular 
imitations was of  the Canadian actor Cuyler Hastings playing Sherlock Holmes who had 
toured Australia in the William Gillette play “Sherlock Holmes”. 
 

Carden Wilson 

1909 - Joseph Millane was born in Australia and he played Sherlock Holmes in the 
William Gillette play "Sherlock Holmes" at the Alexandra Theatre, Greenock (Scotland), 
1909.  From correspondences with Margaret Mcbride, Joseph Millane’s granddaughter 7

we learned, “I never met my grandfather, he was born in Australia but after some very 
sad circumstances, surrounding a long illness and death of  his mother when he was just 
twenty, he joined up with the Wilson Barrett company to “get away from it all”.  I think 
he initially had little or no acting experience, but Barrett took on extras during his 
Australian and New Zealand tour from Aug 1901 to Apr 1902.  Joseph stayed on with 
him through the tour in South Africa before they finally arrived in England.  He 
continued with the Wilson Barrett company and hooked up with my grandmother not 
long after arrival in the UK, followed with marriage and the birth of  a daughter before 
Wilson Barrett died in late 1904 and then my own mother’s birth a year later.  The girls 
saw little of  their father or mother, Mabel took to the stage for the first time when my 
Mom was four months old (at least as far as I’ve noted from playlists to date).  Their 

 "The Greenock Telegraph" newspaper, Feb. 2, 19097
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maternal grandmother took care of  the girls as toddlers after which they were raised and 
schooled by a couple of  “maiden ladies” until they were adults while their parents spent 
most of  their lives on the road  “treading the boards”. The Joseph Millane Company 
performed "The Speckled Band" at The Empire Belfast in June of  1931. Joseph played 
Rylott to the Sherlock Holmes of  Julian Courtville. So even though Harry Plimmer (see 
New Zealand) and Canadian Cuyler Hastings performed Holmes in Gillette’s play first in 
Australia, and obscure Australian actor J.L. Lawrence played Holmes in "In the Power of  
Sherlock Holmes" (1912) in Australia,  Joseph Millane I’d label the first native born 
Australian Sherlock Holmes performer (for now). 
 

 

Joseph Millane 

The Greenock Telegraph Feb. 2, 1909 
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1909 - Thomas Kingston played Sherlock Holmes for the Australian J.C. Williamson 
Company’s touring troupe. 

Thomas Kingston 

Dec. 4, 1909 The New Zealand Herald 
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1911- Oliver Peters Heggie (1877 - 1936). O. P. Heggie played Sherlock Holmes with 
Claude King as Dr. Watson and Lyn Harding as Dr. Grimesby Rylott in “The Speckled 
Band: An Adventure of  Sherlock Holmes”, under the management of  Mr. Arthur Hardy 
in London at the Strand Theatre, February 6-25, 1911.  8

 

O. P. Heggie 
O. P. Heggie “was an Australian film and theatre actor. He was born at Angaston, South 
Australia to a local sheep farmer and educated at Whinham College and the Adelaide 
Conservatoire of  Music.”  So even though Harry Plimmer (see New Zealand) and 9

Canadian Cuyler Hastings performed Holmes in Gillette’s play first in Australia, and 
obscure Australian actor J.L. Lawrence played Holmes in "In the Power of  Sherlock 
Holmes" (1912) in Australia, O.P. Heggie I’d label the second native born Australian 
Sherlock Holmes performer (for now). Australian Sherlockian Bill Barnes adds this bit of  
O.P. Heggie Information. “British provincial and touring company productions: Arthur 
Hardy’s South Company, Sept 1910-(?)1912 with O. P. Heggie as Sherlock Holmes, 
Grendon Bentley as Dr. Watson, and E. Vassal Vaughan as Grimsby Roylett.”   This 10

would appear to indicate that Heggie played Holmes as early as September 1910, 5 
months before he appeared at the Strand Theatre in London in the role.     

 https://www.lib.umn.edu/scrbm/ush/volume-3-section-XK  8

 http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/O.P._Heggie9

 Michael Pointer’s book The Public Life of Sherlock Holmes , 1975, Newton Abbot: David & Charles, p.10

129
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Austria 

1902 (-1905?)  Franz von Schönthan (1849 -1913), born in Vienna, the Austrian stage 
actor appeared as Sherlock Holmes in Gillette’s “Sherlock Holmes”.  With already two 
companies touring England in 1902, William Gillette himself  selected the actors for two 
new touring companies, one in Amsterdam, and one in Vienna. Marcel Myin was  picked 
for Amsterdam and Franz von Schönthan was picked for Vienna. 

 

Franz von Schönthan 
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1917 - Hugo Flink (1879 -1974), born in Vienna, the versatile Austrian stage and film 
actor appeared as Sherlock Holmes in four German made silent films. A series of  feature 
films for Kowo-Gesellschaft für Filmfabrikation, Germany (unauthorized of  course), were 
produced in the years (1917 - 1919). I’m not for certain how many were made, although I 
have come up with 14 titles. Three different actors played Sherlock Holmes, with Flink 
being one of  them, but all were directed by Karl Heinz Rolf.  

Hugo Flink 

1917 - “Der Erdstrommotor” or, “The Earthquake Motor” - Hugo Flink as Sherlock 
Holmes. Kowo-Films (Germany). 

1917 - “Die Kasette” or, “The Mysterious Casket” - Hugo Flink as Sherlock Holmes. 
Kowo-Films (Germany). 

1917 - “Der Schlangenring” or, “The Snake Ring” - Hugo Flink as Sherlock Holmes. 
Kowo-Films (Germany). 

1917 - “Die Indiesche” or, “The Indian Spider” - Hugo Flink as Sherlock Holmes. Kowo-
Films (Germany).     
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Azerbaijan 
2013 - Sherlock Holmes Flashmob Azerbaijan done to the Russian classic Holmes 
series music! 

Watch Azerbaijan Sherlock Holmes Flashmob at: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MgOWW8Pl5N4 

2015 - Haji Ismailov as Sherlock Holmes, and Tarlan Nur Yashar as Dr. Watson, will 
be looking for a rich legacy in Baku, Azerbaijan, in an absurd comedy called "1,000,000 
Manat". In the film, Sherlock Holmes and Dr. Watson receive a letter at Baker Street, 
which states that one of  their close relatives, after his death, bequeathed his rich legacy, 1 
million manat is in Azerbaijan. Sherlock Holmes and Dr. Watson urgently fly from 
London to Baku, but learn about the disappearance of  the money. They then begin an 
investigation. 

Haji Ismailov and Tarlan Nur Yashar 

You can view the trailer for this film at:  
https://www.youtube.com/watch?t=17&v=2-ZRAMPQV2E 
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Bangladesh 

2013 - Mohi Reza as Sherlock Holmes and Naveed Hossain as Dr. John Watson, in 
“Sherlock Holmes in Bangladesh: A Study in Red and Green”, a fan film by Hundred 
Stories High, written and directed by Aaraf  Afzal. “Set in modern day Bangladesh, Dr. 
John Watson is acquainted to the eccentric yet genius Sherlock Holmes by unusual 
circumstance. Now, he is about to discover there is more to this man's life than meets the 
eye, as the two become entangled in their first case together and join forces against a 
mysterious opponent.”  11

Naveed Hossain and Mohi Reza   
                                                                                                               

Watch video at: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oknmxnMM31c 

2015 - Koushik Rakib plays Sherlock Holmes in “Sherlock Holmes: Cadet’s Theme”,  
a short-film based upon Sir Arthur Conan Doyle's detective character Sherlock Holmes, 
but modified in a theme of  cadets of  Bangladesh’s twelve cadet colleges. The filmmakers 
tried to reflect on the BBC's Sherlock, even using the music from BBC's Sherlock; but this 
Sherlock has been changed to some extent to give the viewer a taste of  cadet life. 

 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oknmxnMM31c11
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Koushik Rakib 

Watch video at: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7qfQFknmQEs 

Belarus 

1979 - Algimantas Masiulis (**See Lithuania)  - Sherlockian Michael Chumakov, from 
Minsk, Belarus says, “I think that it's not correct to call Algimantas Masiulis ‘the first 
Lithuanianian Holmes’, because the movie was made by Belarusian team, at the 
‘Belalarusfilm’ studio. Masiulis was invited because of  his ‘European' face and manner. 
But Lithuania has nothing in common with this movie. He is the first (and the only one) 
Belarusian Holmes, not Lithuanian.” Respectfully, Algimantas Masiulis in this essay can 
be seen under Lithuania. 

Algimantas Masiulis 
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2010 - Igor Smirnov (Игорь Смирнов) appeared as Sherlock Holmes in “Собака 
Баскервилей (The Hound of  the Baskervilles)” with Boris Godunov as Dr. Watson, a     
5-minute remake of  the famous Russian Livanov and Solomin "Hound of  the 
Baskervilles". The work was performed as part of  the Video Cross contest of  the Minsk 
Film Festival `Listopad 2010` held in Minsk, Belarus. According to the rules of  the 
competition for the development of  the script, shooting and editing, 2 days are provided. 
The film was awarded by judges for the best style. 

 

Igor Smirnov 
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Belgium                                                        

1902 - Marcel Myin, of  Flemish ancestry, appeared as Sherlock Holmes in the William 
Gillette play “Sherlock Holmes” at the Grand Theatre in Amsterdam in 1902. You might 
say he was Holland’s first Holmes performer too, since the Flanders area of  Northern 
Belgium borders the Netherlands and the Flemish people speak Dutch, and after all he 
performed in Amsterdam, but we are going to classify him as Belgium’s first Sherlock 
Holmes performer. 

Marcel Myin as Sherlock Holmes 

Bermuda 

2016 -Kumiko Mendl dons the Sherlock Holmes garb for “Me and My Cat?” at the 
Bermuda Festival. “Praised as clever, charming and inventive, Me and My Cat? is a 
children’s theatre performance based on the popular book by award-winning Japanese 
author and illustrator, Satoshi Kitamura. Detective K sets off  to try and solve a mystery 
with a little help from the Junior Detectives in the audience. Using inventive projection 
and heaps of  fun, this is the perfect show for children aged six and older and their 
families. 

Kumiko Mendl 
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Brazil 

                  Gregory Peck                                      “The Boys of  Brazil” 

Gregory Peck - now wait a minute, we are looking for the first Brazilian Sherlock Holmes’ 
dynamic duo - not for “The Boys of  Brazil” - oops! Since Joaquim de Almeida, who 
played Sherlock Holmes in “A Samba for Sherlock” (1999) (O Xangô de Baker Street), a 
Sherlock Holmes actually film shot in Brazil, is from Portugal, we placed him in Portugal. 

“The east wind is coming Sherlock, its coming to get you.” 

1977 -  Would see Zacarias as Sherlock Holmes in  “The Bumbling Ones” (Os 
Trapalhões) for  Rede Globo TV, Brazil. A TV comedy series which featured a succession 
of  skits interspersed with no apparent connection, except for the presence of  their own. 
In the episode “Zacarias Sherlock” a skit featured comedian Zacarias in a red plaid 
inverness and deerstalker, with a pipe and large magnifying glass, being interviewed by a 
female TV reporter Mônica Fraga. 
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Zacarias (Mauro Faccio Gonçalves) 

1978 - Stênio Garcia appeared as  Xuxu Holmes. in the TV series "Kika & Xuxu” 
episode titled “Sherlock Xuxu e o Escândalo da Boêmia “ (3 June 1978).  Kika was a 
sensual woman in love with her husband and Xuxu, a quiet fellow who struggled to satisfy 
his wife. In some episodes, such as this one, the show satirized famous fictional characters, 
such as Sir Arthur Conan Doyle's Sherlock Holmes. 

Stênio Garcia 
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1982 -  Would see Didi Mocó as Sherlock Holmes and Mussum as Dr. Watson in 
“The Bumbling Ones - The Adventures of  Sherlock Holmes, Who is the Murderer?” (Os 
Trapalhões - As Aventuras de Sherlock Holmes. Quem é o Assassino). The Trapalhões, 
make satire of  Sherlock Holmes. Everyone Sherlock Holmes accuses of  being the 
murderer ends up dead, until him and Watson, as the only two left in the room, start 
accusing each other. We discover a skeleton, hidden in a suit of  armor, is the real 
murderer, but only after the skeleton kills both Holmes and Watson too. Os Trapalhões 
(The Bumbling Ones) was a Brazilian comedy program, starring the comic group of  the 
same name, consisting Didi, Dedé, Mussum and Zacarias; each one developed a different 
scenic persona. It was one of  the most popular shows in Brazil throughout history. Os 
Trapalhões is entered in the Guinness Book of  World Records as the longest-running 
television comedy show with thirty years of  exhibition. 

Didi Mocó (Renato Aragão) 
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Bulgaria 

2013 - Daniel Cochev played Sherlock Holmes in "Sherlock Holmes and a Ghost for 
Company” (2013) for Theatre Vazrajdane in Sofia City Library, Sofia, Bulgaria. 

 

 

Daniel Cochev 
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Burma 

1961 - Harry H Corbett (1925 - 1982) played Sherlock Holmes in “They Might Be 
Giants” in London, on stage at the Theatre Royal, June 28 - July 29, 1961.   Harry 12

Corbett was born in Rangoon, Burma.Corbett is best known for his co-starring role in 
the popular and long-running BBC Television sitcom “Steptoe and Son” which was 
first broadcast in the 1960s and 1970s.                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                               

 Harry H Corbett 

(Photo from “They Might Be Giants” thanks to Roger Johnson) 

 https://www.lib.umn.edu/scrbm/ush/volume-3-section-XK 12
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Canada 

1900 - Reuben Fax (1862-1908) born in Canada of  Scots-Irish parentage, had the role of  John 
Forman in the Nov., 1899 - June, 1900, “Sherlock Holmes” at the Garrick Theatre in N.Y.C. 
What is significant about this is that Fax was the understudy to the great William Gillette. A little 
known fact is that when Gillette became sick in April 1900 for a short period of  time Reuben Fax 
played the Holmes role , thus making him Canada’s first Sherlock Holmes, rather than the more 13

famous Canadian Cuyler Hastings who toured Canada in the William Gillette play in the early 
1900’s 

 Reuben Fax                                                      

Cuyler Hastings 

 “Examier” (Launchston, Tas.) 4/21/190013
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Albert Edward (Red) Newman (1887-1952), comedian and singer  and member of  
the Dumbells, Canada's favorite entertainers, often played  'Herlock Sholmes’  in the 
Dumbells’ comedy sketch "Three Bags Full”. Red Newman was the only original member 
of  the Dumbells who was not born in Canada. Originally from Dover, England, Newman 
later moved to Swift Current, Saskatchewan. He served with the Canadian Army during 
the First World War. 

Red Newman 
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Chile 

1995 - Patricio Andrade in the music video "In House of  Lord James”, from the TV 
show “Cachureos” (Chile 1995), was featured as a lion character dressed as Sherlock 
Holmes, for solving the death of  the family cat of  Lord James. The lyrics of  the song "In 
House of  Lord James” also featured Sherlock Holmes. “‘Cachureos' is the name of  a 
children's project that initially was a Chilean television program aimed at the children and 
family, which is still active making shows throughout Chile. The animator was Marcelo 
Hernandez , better known as Marcelo, who was accompanied by different characters such 
as Jack Johnny, Epidemic, Wenceslao Rabbit, Leon Chester, Lord Pencil, Lord Bear, 
Chanchoman, Fly, Drake Zancudo and Don Walo. The program began in 1983, 
on TVN , and aired for 25 years. Chester was an old lion of  great knowledge. His real 
name is ‘Walter Chester’ so in the beginning he was always called Walter. It is interpreted 
by the actor Patricio Andrade (1994 - to date). He enjoys the arts of  all kinds, especially 
the opera . He first appeared in 1994. He did not have his own songs like Mr. Lápiz, 
although he had participations in some, like "In House of  Lord James" (1995)”  14

Patricio Andrade as Walter the Lion as Sherlock Holmes 

Watch the video of  "In House of  Lord James” at:  
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TysEjIFOKM0 

 https://es.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cachureos14
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China 

1931 - Li Pingqian (1902 - 1984) appears as Sherlock Holmes in the silent  
film “福爾摩斯偵探案”, or “Fu er mo si zhen tan an”, or "Sherlock Holmes Detects The 
Case" or "Stories of  Sherlock Holmes" for Shao Zuiweng Films. 

Li Pingqian 

“During a burglary of  his mansion, wealthy businessman Yang Bofan is murdered. Concluding it happened 
when he accidentally walked in on the intruders and sent them into panic, the police launch a citywide dragnet 
for suspects, concentrating on known burglars. But one person apparently uninvolved in the case has doubts: a 
young woman, a shopkeeper named Shen Liyun, comes to consulting detective Sherlock Holmes and asks him 
to look into the case. She explains that several months earlier the murdered man had begun regular visits to her 
shop and gradually made her acquaintance, inquiring into her background, getting to know her, and offering 
business and financial advice. Her mysterious benefactor even invested in her small business so she could 
expand it. But while the young woman was puzzled by the older man's attention to her, at no time did she feel 
his kindness was out of  romantic interest. Whatever his motivation, she feels he deserves the investigation be 
widened to ensure justice is done. Holmes accepts the case, and in a search of  the victim's mansion he uncovers 
clues the police had missed, which lead him to an amusement park. There he finds additional clues that lead 
Holmes and his friend Watson to a seedy tavern, located at No.13 Waterfront Road, an address matching that 
on an envelope found in the victim's mansion. The tavern is actually the secret headquarters of  a criminal 
gang, and the two investigators have walked into a trap. They are captured and locked up in a cellar. Holmes is 
able to find a way out through a tunnel, so the two escape and go to the police, but when they raid the tavern, 
the police find it cleaned out and abandoned. Holmes and Watson return home to learn there has been an 
attempt on Shen Liyun's life, for no apparent reason. This strange attack on the young woman steers Holmes 
into exploring an alternate path of  investigation. After further inquiries and serious thinking, he disguises 
himself  as a beggar and enters a cave where many beggars live. After talking to various beggars, he uncovers 
another clue in one's possession, a pearl stolen during the robbery. When Holmes finds out how the beggar 
obtained it, he leads the police back to the mansion. There, Holmes explains how the clues led him to this 
resolution of  the mystery: the murder was the real objective and the robbery was actually a diversionary action 
to cover it up. Also, the mysterious attack on Shen Liyun was directly related to the crime. The villain behind 
the plot was Yang Bofan's younger brother Yang Jifan, who hired the gang to commit the robbery and murder. 
Jifan's motive: his elder brother had learned the young shopkeeper was his long-lost daughter from an early 
love affair, and after locating his only child and mentoring her in business, Yang Bofan was planning to leave his 
own business and his entire fortune to her instead of  Jifan.”  15

 http://www.chinesemirror.com/index/2013/01/15
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1994 -  Alex Vanderpor (aka Fan Ai Li) performed as Sherlock Holmes in the film 
“Sherlock Holmes & the Chinese Heroine” (福爾摩斯與中國⼥俠). The film tells the 
story of  the late Qing Dynasty. The British detective Sherlock Holmes, and his friend Dr. 
Watson, are in China for sightseeing. When jewelry is stolen and a murder occurs the 
Imperial government requests Holmes’ help. Holmes, and Watson, with the help of  the 
Boxer Lady, her horse White Hibiscus, and martial arts,  solve the case of  jewelry theft. 
Sherlock Holmes has a gigantic top hat and the largest pipe you will ever witness in a 
Holmes movie, yet his violin is quite small. The film is also known as Sherlock Holmes in 
China. 

Alex Vanderpor (aka Fan Ai Li) 
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China - Hong Kong 
Officially the Hong Kong Special Administrative Region of  the People's  Republic of  
China. It maintains all affairs like a country except for the two that matter most: defense 
and foreign affairs. Hong Kong is not a city. 

2010-15 - Seth Leslie performed as Sherlock Holmes in the stage plays “Sherlock 
Holmes and the Blondes of  the Baskervilles” and  “Sherlock Holmes - The Case of  the 
Missing Bride”,  for Chunky Onion Productions, as well as Dr. Watson in "Sherlock 
Holmes and the Spangled Banner" in 2012 for AFTEC Productions. Both are 
educational drama companies based in Hong Kong 

Seth Leslie 
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Sherlock Holmes and the Spangled Banner (2012) 

Unknown Holmes (Seth Leslie is Watson) 

2011-12 - Yuan Weishen  (袁偉燊) played Sherlock Holmes in Prospects Theatre's "A 
Hong Kong Shopping Mall Odyssey: Searching for the Happy Man” (⽩⾊極樂商場漫
遊 - in Cantonese). 

 

Yuan Weishen 
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Colombia 

2016-17 -  José Félix Londoño performed as Sherlock Holmes in the stage play 
“Sherlock Holmes: busca del Rubí de la Condesa” (Sherlock Holmes: Search for the 
Countess's Ruby),  at the Teatro El Trueque Performing Arts Theater in Medellín, 
Colombia.   

The blue carbuncle is a tale of  Sir Arthur Conan Doyle, in which Sherlock Holmes solves 
the case of  a man tempted by the possibility of  getting rich at once. A precious stone 
owned by a countess is stolen. To hide it, it makes him swallow a goose that will be 
sacrificed in the Christmas that is looming. With this idea, the artists of  the theater El 
Barque, directed by José Félix Londoño, mounted the theatrical piece titled Sherlock 
Holmes, in search of  the ruby of  the countess. Although they changed some elements to 
obtain a free version of  this, one of  the 56 stories in which appears the detective. By 
saying they changed the thief  ... In the original is a certain James Ryder, employee of  the 
hotel where the wrongdoing occurred. But I will not reveal the thief  of  The Barter, 
because in police theater, as in literature of  this type, this is one of  the central data. I am 
incorruptible at this point. That mystery is what keeps the plot. It is all right, when the 
spectators sit in front of  that stage, the detective's residence at 221 B Baker Street, 
London, with a balcony, a chimney next to which the character pumped his pipe, this 
matter, that of  the thief, who in the theatrical version streaks in the absurd, is revealed 
soon. But let them be the ones who say it; not one who, to do the goose as it is said, is 
denouncing in the Colombian the biped thief  ... and ruin the mystery. José Félix Londoño 
says that the version was designed for children. It rescues, more than anything else, the 
idea of  the game. The game of  finding the tragic goose and then the stone to return it to 
the countess. "It is an aesthetic risk to assemble this work because it is not written for 
theater. But, continues Londoño: "We are taught to risk. We have ridden Lolita, by 
Vladimir Nabokov; Simon the Magician, by Tomás Carrasquilla … When approaching a 
work like this, the first thing that José Félix does is to break it down into possible scenes, 
imagine how to bring them to the movement. Choose symbols that identify the characters 
and, in this case, arrange the clues that lead to solving the mystery. For example, the pipe 
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is one of  the representative elements of  Holmes. Amongst the clues, the thief's worn hat 
of  the original story ... And retains characteristics of  the detective, as his ability to analyze 
people's behavior from clues such as how to wear his clothes, his manners. And, well, the 
montage also alludes to the misogyny of  this nineteenth-century character, which, by the 
way, was defeated by the singer Irene Adler, who appears in Scandal in Bohemia. Anyone 
would bet that she felt more than admiration for her.  16

 

José Félix Londoño 

Watch a trailer for “Sherlock Holmes: busca del Rubí de la Condesa” at: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wvQllDUc5rk 

 http://www.elcolombiano.com/cultura/sherlock-holmes-en-teatro-el-trueque-MB538870916
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Commonwealth of  The Bahamas 

1903 - Bert A. Williams (1875-1922) born in Nassau, Bahamas, played a Sherlock 
Holmes character renamed Shylock Homestead, and called “Shy” by his friends, in the 
African-American stage musical “In Dahomey”.  Williams had a partner named George 
W. Walker (1872 -1911). In “In Dahomey”, Walker portrayed slippery Rareback 
Pinkerton, a Watson type character, opposite Williams’ Shylock “Shy” Homestead. 

Shylock Homestead & Rareback Pinkerton 
  Bert A. Williams & George W. Walker 
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Croatia 

2016-17 - Rakan Rushaidat performed as Sherlock Holmes for the Zagreb Youth 
Theater, in the stage play “Sherlock Holmes” in Zagreb, Croatia. Sherlock Holmes plays 
the audience with the intricate labyrinth of  crime and deceit, loyalty and courage, 
guesswork and tensions of  those incredible odds, leaving the spectators in a doubt or an 
active part in solving the puzzle: "Who is the guilty?" Everything you've ever liked in the 
old and new adventures of  the greatest mind in the history of  world crime, here it is. 
  

Rakan Rushaidat as Sherlock Holmes 

Director: Krešimir Dolenčić, Rakan Rushaidat: Sherlock Holmes, Filip Nola: Dr. Watson 
Dora Polić Vitez: Mrs. Hudson, Katarina Bistrović Darvaš: Ms. Turner,Edvin Liverić: Mr. 
Turner; Adolf  von Herder, Adrian Pezdirc: Secretary; Arthur Holder; Edward VII, Mia 
Biondić permanent associate: Sluškinja; Mary Holder, Christian Ugrina: Colonel 
Sebastian Moran, Danijel Ljuboja: Jonathan Small, Maro Martinović: Alexandar Holder 
Petar Leventić: Mycroft Holmes, Dado Ćosić: Prof. Moriarty, Mateo Videk: Journalist, 
Konjušar; George Burnwell; Butler, Mladic,Robert Budak: Shepherd, Butler at the 
Diogen Club, Dajana Čuljak: Irene Adler. 

See a trailer for Croatia’s “Sherlock Holmes” at: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?time_continue=3&v=ynjpeOEDRHs 
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Cuba 

2002 -Frank Gonzalez is Sherlock Holmes’ grandson in “El Nieto De Sherlock 
Holmes” (The Grandson Of  Sherlock Holmes) and and Moses Rodriquez is Dr. Watson, 
in a zany Cuban humor film which opens with El nieto de Holmes, in a wild matching 
deerstalker, inverness cape and coat, entering his ransacked office and finding Watson 
bound and gagged. A Cuban Television presentation. Ictiandro Castillo (Tillo)  is an actor 
and, the founder of  the popular Cuban humor group La Oveja Negra, who performed 
He might even be the Second Holmes (Sherlock or Mycroft perhaps?) who appears in the 
wild ending. 
 

Frank Gonzalez 
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Cyprus  

1970’s or 80’s - Andreas Moustras is Sherlock Holmes and Theodoulos Moreas is 
Dr. John Watson for sixteen radio productions of  the “Greek Radio Theater”. The two 
actors are from Cyprus.  17

Andreas Moustras 

2015 - Andy Fox played Sherlock Holmes on stage in “Holmes and the Ripper” for the 
The Stage One Theatre is located in Emba, a small village in the district of  Paphos, 
Cyprus. 

Andy Fox 

 http://radio-theatre.blogspot.gr/2016/07/sherlock-holmes-dr-john-watson.html17
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Czechoslovakia 

1910 - Ferdinand Kaňkovský is seem in these photos in costume as Sherlock Holmes, 
probably around 1910, in Prague, from the Theatre Department of  the National 
Museum  18

Ferdinand Kaňkovský 

1923 - Eman Fiala (1899 - 1970) appeared as Sherlock Holmes II in “The Kidnapping 
of  Fux Banker” (Únos bankére Fuxe) (1923) a Czech comedy.  

“The banker Fux and his creditor Tom Darey want to get married. The banker's 
daughter Daisy in her father's name, put an advertisement in a paper. She wants father to 
meet her friend Maud. She, herself, makes the acquaintance of  Darey who has her 
followed by detective Sherlock Holmes II. The latter finds her and tries to kidnap her but 
he takes her father instead. After a number of  intrigues, all ends well. Holmes is let off  the 
hook and Tom and the banker win their girls.”  “The Kidnapping of  Fux Banker” was 19

basically a Czech version of  the Keystone Kops. Eman Fiala would also appear in the 
1932 Czech film “Lelicek in the Services of  Sherlock Holmes”, but with the more famous 
actor Martin Fric playing Sherlock Holmes role. 

 https://is.cuni.cz/webapps/zzp/download/130082328/?lang=en18

 Lamač, Ondra,  ‘Karel Lamač - Únos bankéře Fuxe 2’ https://www.youtube.com/watch?19

v=dnIjzjMsgYg&list=PL500C217F042A037E&index=2 
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``` 

Eman Fiala 

Eman Fiala 
Watch ‘Únos bankére Fuxe’ at: https://www.youtube.com/watch?

v=dnIjzjMsgYg&list=PL500C217F042A037E&index=2 
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Denmark 

1901 - Jens Frederik Sigfred Dorph-Petersen (1845 - 1927) - Dorph-Petersen's 
biggest breakthrough in the theater world, was when he performed the first Danish 
Sherlock Holmes play in the People's Theatre in 4 acts entitled "Sherlock  Holmes" after 
the American actor’s William Gillette's famous play of  the same name. Dorph-Petersen 
himself  played Sherlock Holmes, where the actor Emil Helsengreen played arch-enemy 
Professor Moriarty and the play was a huge success in the People's theatrical history. Even 
the creator of  Sherlock Holmes Sir Arthur Conan Doyle was proud of  the play, both in 
the U.S. and Denmark.  “The play was a pirate version of  the Gillette original, written 20

by the Danish sea captain Walter Christmas. For that reason I doubt that ACD was proud 
of  the Danish play - I don't think he got payed for it. I notice that your source 
mentionsthat ACD was proud of  it, and I have now contacted the man who has 
published that web page,to check what source he has for that fact.”     21

  

             Folketeatret, Copenhagen                  J. F. S. Dorph-Petersen 
                   Dec. 26th, 1901      
   

 (With special thanks to Ted Bergman for the photos!) 
From Danish Holmesian Palle Schantz Lauridsen, Lektor, ph.d., Institut for Nordiske 
Studier og Sprogvidenskab, Københavns Universitet, are several new Danish Holmes’ for 

 http://sherlockholmes.beboer2650.dk/jens_frederik_siegfred_dorph-p.html20

 Bostrom, Mattias,  e-mail21
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the list. In 1902 several companies across the country staged the Danish rip off  of  
Gillette’s play. The Danish adaptor, Walter Christmas, sold the rights for local 
performances to Jens Walther who had the right to resell the for ‘territories’ his company 
did not cover. So he did. Other companies staged their own versions of  Sherlock Holmes. 
  

·      Holmes’es in The Walther Christmas rip off: 

1902-1903, 1916 - Jens Walther 

                                                              
 Jens Walther on tour 1902 

1902 - Otto Lagoni 

Otto Lagoni in the Aalborg staging of  1902 
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1902 - Vilhelm Birch 

Sherlock Holmes in the Aarhus staging 1902 

1909 - Albrecht Schmidt  

Albrecht Schmidt in the Copenhagen staging of  1909 

  
Other plays 

1902 -  Arne Jensen  staged a version of  “A Study in Scarlet” in Odense. 
1905 and later - Carl Thomsen toured in a third version titled “Sherlock Holmes”  
and not the Christmas, nor Gillette version. 
I know of  three other Holmes plays from the beginning of  the century, but I do not know  
who played Holmes. 
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1907-  Emil Wulff   staged a version of  “Baskervilles Hund” a translation of  a German  
play that the theater man Ferdinand Bonn, without Conan Doyle's permission, had  
written very freely after the eerie tale. On April 1, 1907, the performance Baskervilles  
Hund was premiered. Sherlock Holmes' Last Event. Folk comedy in 4 Acts. It took place  
at the entertainment theater Frederiksberg Teater, the current Betty Nansen Teater in  
Frederiksberg Allé, only two and a half  months after the German publishing house had  
premiered in it Berlin. But Baskervilles Hund was not a great success, and it was not   
performed  anywhere other than in Frederiksberg. 
 

Emil Wulff 
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Egypt 

2017 - Abd Al Rachman Mahmoud played Sherlock Holmes in a short film made by 
boys of  the Badr Preparatory School for Boys, Dokki, Giza, near Cairo, Egypt.  It's a 
movie of  their prep school reader, “The Red Headed League”. They speak it all in 
English and quite well. 

  

 

Abd Al Rachman Mahmoud 
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Estonia 

1905-1909 - Pavel Pinna (Павел Пинна)  starred on stage in “Sherlock 
Holmes” (“Шерлок Холмс”), in the Estonian cities of  Tallinn and Tartu (and maybe 
Parnu).  22

Päewaleht, 29 september 1907                      Pavel Pinna 

1998 - Marko Matvere (1968 - ) played Sherlock Holmes in "Sherlock Holmes and 
Doctor Watson" on the stage of  the Tallinn City Theatre. Tarmo Tamm played Dr . 
Watson. Marko Matvere is an Estonian actor, born in Pärnu, Estonia. (Thanks to 
Sherlockian Ray Wilcockson - for this entry.) 

Marko Matvere and Tarmo Tamm 

 Orlov, Alexander http://dea.digar.ee/cgi-bin/dea?a=d&d=paevalehtew19070929.2.8#22
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Falkland Islands 

2020 - Jorge Pacheco played Sherlock Holmes with Alejandro Etchebarne as Dr. 
Watson in “The Adventure of  the Speckled Band” for Anglo Theatre Touring Company 
from Uruguay in the Falkland Islands. The Anglo Theatre Touring Company arrived in 
the Falkland Islands ready to entertain children and adults alike, but sadly new travel 
restrictions in Chile meant they had to leave the Islands earlier than planned. Luckily 
there was still time for the children’s show in Stanley on March 19th.  

Jorge Pacheco 

Finland 

1902 - Knut Nyblom also of  Swedish like Larsson also performed in “Sherlock 
Holmes” Finland and Sweden, but despite the nice photos is probably not out definitive 
answer. 

Knut Nyblom 
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1905 - William Larsson, yes we have an attempt at an answer on Finland from 
Sherlockian Elina Karvo of Sherlock Finland who tweeted me, “Gillette's play was 
performed in Finland already in 1905 with C. William Larsson playing Holmes. 
That's earliest one I know. It's this bilingual country of ours, the play was at 
Folkteatern in Helsinki. It was an extremely successful, so the play run for 5 years 
at least, I think. Larsson's portrayal was very well received.” The one problem 
being the play may have been in Finland but William Larsson was Swedish. The 
search continues. 

From Sherlockian Ted Bergman more on William Larsson. “William Larsson 
(1873-1926) appeared as Sherlock Holmes in Gillettes’s play at Folkteatern 
(Arkadia)  in Helsingfors (Helsinki) in Finland for 32 performances,  starting on 
October 9th, 1902. The play was performed in Swedish which, beside Finnish, is 
still an official language there. Finland had been a part of Sweden for 600 years 
when the two countries separated in 1809.”  23

William Larsson 
                                      

 Bergman, Ted, e-mail23
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1910 - Mr. Demyur, referred to as Sherlock Holmes in “King of  Thieves”, in these 
Finnish newspaper clips from Alexander Orlov, is a little known Finnish Holmes.  

Mr. Demyur 

1957 - Jalmari Rinnes (1893 - 1985) born in Asikkala, Finland as Jalmari 
Ivar Gröndahl, was Sherlock Holmes in, “Sherlock Holmes ja kaljupäisten 
kerho” (1957) “Sherlock Holmes and The Club of Bald Headed Men”, a Sumoen 
TV movie.  (Found by Lew Irish & translated by Elina Karvo). Interesting 
unrelated fact, the Japanese originally translated ‘The League of Red-Headed 
Men” as “The League of Bald Headed Men” because they all had black hair! 

Jalmari Rinnes 
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France 
1907 - Firmin Gemier (1869 - 1933) appeared as Sherlock Holmes, in William 
Gillette’s “Sherlock Holmes, in 1907 at Théâtre Antoine in Paris. Despite his lack of  
physical resemblance to Sherlock Holmes, Firmin Gemier was well received well by the 
public and praised by the critics. 

Firmin Gemier 
Ted Bergman has succeeded in securing the three stage stills which follow, 

 from the stage of  Theatre Antoine in Paris, France with M Gémier as Holmes. 

Theatre Antoine in Paris, France 
— 
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Firmin Gemier 
 

Firmin Gemier 
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1908 - Henry Krauss (1869 - 1933) appeared as Sherlock Holmes, in William Gillette’s 
“Sherlock Holmes, as adapted by Pierre Decourcelle performed at the Théâtre 
Lafayette, Toulouse, France. 

—— 

Henry Krauss 
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One of  the problems I have in naming the first Sherlock Holmes performer of  a country 
is whether to pick the first to perform the detective IN that country or the first actor 
FROM that country to play him. As you can see (i.e. Belgium, Australia, etc.) I’ve chosen 
to do the latter. Two further problems I have, as you will see in the next country, 
Germany, are, first, whether to divide the country into East and West and second to 
wonder what to do when more than one performer acted Holmes in a given year where I 
have no specific dates. I shall simply present my findings which are anyway, as I said, 
provisional. 

Germany 

1906 - Albert Bozenhard (*New information from Nicole Glücklich - DSHG), there’s 
another German performer in 1906: Albert Bozenhard. According to Michael Ross, 
Bozenhard translated and performed Gillette’s play first. Bonn realized his own 
unauthorized version of  it after July 2nd 1906. 

Albert Bozenhard 
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1906 - Ferdinand Bonn (1861 - 1933), Albert Bozenhard, Franz 
Schwarwhenka, or Philipp Lothar Mayring (1879–1948) will the real first 
German Slim Sherlock, please stand up, please stand up! 

 

Ferdinand Bonn 

Screenshots from the play “Sherlock Holmes” by Ferdinand Bonn, with the author in the 
lead role. Performance of  the Berlin Theatre, (1906). 
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1906 - Franz Schwarwhenka  played Sherlock Holmes in Germany’s production of  
William Gillette’s “Sherlock Holmes” (1906). 

Franz Schwarwhenka 

1906 - Lothar Mayring of  Allemagne played Holmes in William Gillette’s “Sherlock 
Holmes, in Munich at the Münchener Volkstheater, (1906), with Otto Kustermann as Dr. 
Watson. 

Lothar Mayring 

“Universal Sherlock Holmes” lists Bonn performing on July 2, 1906 and Mayring on July 
24, 1906, if  correct wouldn't this eliminate Mayring as Germany’s first Sherlock Holmes, 
but still leave Bonn and Schwarwhenka? Perhaps Mayring is Allemagne’s first then? 
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If  we consider West Germany as a different country for a period of  time following 
WWII, then West Germany’s first Sherlock Holmes performers would be: 

1953 - Theo Shall voiced Sherlock Holmes, with Rudolf  Wessely voicing Watson, on 
GDR radior in “Dr. med. Hiob Prätorius”.  A popular Curt Goetz 1934 play, “Dr. med. 
Hiob Prätorius” has a Watson/Holmes framing prologue and epilogue that's sometimes 
missing in productions. 

Theo Shall  

Dr. med. Hiob Prätorius (1953) (R-W. Ger.) 

1960 - Herwart Grosse played Sherlock Holmes on TV in “Dr. med. Hiob Prätorius”. 

Herwart Grosse 
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1954 - Ernst Fritz Fürbringer (1900 - 1988), portrayed Sherlock Holmes in two 
television productions. First in 1954 in an 40 min episode of  “Die Galerie der großen 
Detektive”, a German series which ran from 1954-1955 with each episode covering a 
different story from popular crime writers including Conan Doyle and Agatha Christie. 
The episode was entitled "Sherlock Holmes liegt im Sterben" (Sherlock Holmes Lies In 
Death) and his Watson in the episode was Harald Mannl. Furbringer would later reprise 
the role in the 1958 comedy television movie "Dr. med. Hiob Praetorius" but this time his 
Watson was played by Fred C. Siebeck.                                                                              

Ernst Fritz Fürbringer 

Ernst Fritz Fürbringer and Fred C. Siebeck 
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Ghana 

2014 - Mubarak Wakaso , aka the ‘Accidental Sherlock’,  a Ghanaian international 
footballer,  was with the Glasgow Celtic football club in 2014 thru 2016 and thought he 
was wearing the traditional local dress when he dressed as Sherlock Holmes.  

Mubarak Wakaso 

Greece 

One of  Conan Doyle’s fifty-six short stories is named “The Adventure of  the Greek  
Interpreter”. I think I may need a Greek interpreter to find Greece’s first Sherlock 
Holmes performer! If  we go to radio we can come up with a Greek Sherlock Performer 
from the 1970s and 1980s, Andreas Barkoulis. Or, we can go with this recent but obscure 
play, “Τα Χριστούγεννα του Σέρλοκ Χολμς”, "The Christmas of  Sherlock Holmes" 
starring Leonidas Kakouris, as Sherlock Holmes, and sent to us by Ray Wilcockson. 

1970’s or 80’s - Andreas Barkoulis, was the voice of  Sherlock Holmes with Giorgos 
Moshidis as Dr. John Watson for  Greek Radio Theater.  24

 http://radio-theatre.blogspot.gr/2016/07/sherlock-holmes-dr-john-watson.html24
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— 

Andreas Barkoulis 

2013 - Leonidas Kakouris  played Sherlock Holmes, with Sapountzis Christos as Dr. 
Watson, in "The Christmas of  Sherlock Holmes” (Τα Χριστούγεννα του Σέρλοκ Χολμς) 
at the Megaron Mousicis (Concert Hall), Athens December 2013. “A stolen jewel, a lost 
hat, and a turkey ... These are the three elements of  an unresolved, Christmas mystery 
that no one can find a solution. This will call the one and only detective of  all time, 
Sherlock Holmes, who will arrived to answer the riddle of  the weapons sharp mind, the 
agony and original music. This is the show "Christmas Sherlock Holmes" which presents 
the Concert Hall for the little ones and adults theatergoers with adventurous spirit. The 
show is based on the stories of  Sir Arthur Conan Doyle -with known and unknown cases 
of  the famous British nativity, as well as the original story ‘The Adventure of  the Blue 
Carbuncle’ Sherlock Holmes.”  25

Leonidas Kakouris 

 http://tospirto.net/theater/play/274025
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Groningen (Holland) 
(ok technically not a country, but a German prison camp)  26

1917 - Ashley Wright played Sherlock Holmes in a 1917 production of  “The Speckled 
Band”. It was put on by British prisoners of  war at a German prison camp called 
Groningen, in the Netherlands. 

Ashley Wright 

 www.flickr.com/photos/22543487@N07/albu ms/72157631685465647/with/8242770294/ 26
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Holland 

1924 - Henri de Vries  (1864 - 1949) Since we classified Marcel Myin, Holland’s on 
stage (1902) Holmes as Belgian (Flemish), that leaves me with Henri de Vries as Sherlock 
Holmes in “De Terugkeer van Sherlock Holmes” (“TheReturn of  Sherlock Holmes”) in 
Amsterdam at the Grand Theatre, (1924), as my choice. Th. van Schaick played Dr. 
Watson. 

Henri de Vries 

1930 - Eduard Verkade, played Sherlock Holmes and also directed the play: "Sherlock 
Holmes" (the Gillette) on  23 August 1930 for Amsterdamsch Tooneel Company . 

Eduard Verkade 
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Hungary 

 1908 - Károly Baumann (1871 - 1920) Karoly appeared as "Sherlock Hochmec" in the 
1908  parody comedy film "Sherlock Hochmec, the King of  Detectives ". The film 
caricatured the fact that Holmes knew everything. 

But the real significance of  the comedy was that Baumann spoke and sang Hungarian in 
an age when German was the official language. In Hungary they are still hugely proud of  
him to this day and he was so respected for his courage that after his death he received a 
honorary grave.                                                                               27

                                                                                                                                                                                                         
Károly Baumann 

 http://sherlockian-sherlock.com/karoly-baumann-hungarian-actor.php27
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Iceland 

Pre-1912 - Jens B. Waage  played Sherlock Holmes in the stage play “Sherlock 
Holmes”, with Arni Eiríksson as Moriarty.  28

Jens B. Waage  

1912 - Bjarni Björnsson played Sherlock Holmes in the stage play “Sherlock 
Holmes”, and Andrjes Björnsson, his twin brother and the other actor on the postcard 
was Professor Moriarty. Twenty-seven years later Bjarni would recreate his Sherlock 
Holmes once again. 

Bjarni Björnsson 

 https://www.arthur-conan-doyle.com/index.php?title=Sherlock_Holmes_(play_1912)28
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India 

1903 - Henry Dallas (nee James Ryder) played Sherlock Holmes some time over 
New Year, 1903, when the Dallas Company performed "Sherlock Holmes" in Calcutta. 
We'd bet he didn't get a license to perform it as in 1906 back in England he was sued for a 
series of  unauthorized performances of  musical comedies (the Dallas Musical Comedy 
Company's usual fare). Sherlockians gotta love the idea of  James Ryder (his real name) 
playing Sherlock Holmes! Henry Dallas (James Ryder). 

Henry Dallas 

1911 - Stephen Wilkinson played Sherlock Holmes in “The Speckled Band” for local 
amateurs  at the Empire Theatre, Calcutta for 3 nights in August, 1911.  We believe that 
Wilkinson was a local architect: Stephen Wilkinson, A.M.S.A. Architect & Surveyor of  
Dalhousie Square,Calcutta. 
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Stephen Wilkinson 

There were two early Indian adaptations of  "Hound of  the Baskervilles”. Read “Two 
Bengaki Transformations of  Sherlock Holmes” by Prodosh Bhattacharya for an 
interesting comparison of  them. 

1951 - Sisir Batabyal, was the professional detective hired (the Sherlock Holmes type 
character) in "Jighansa" (“Bloodlust”), the first film adaptation of  the Sherlock Holmes 
celebrated story, The Hound of  the Baskervilles in Bengali. 

Sisir Batabyal 
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1961 - Asit Sen (1922 - 2001) plays a comical detective who could very loosely be 
classified as Holmes in"Bees Saal Baad” ("Twenty Years Later"), being that the film is a 
Hindi remake of   “The Hound of  the Baskervilles”,  that was made in 1939 with Basil 
Rathbone as Sherlock Holmes. The film topped the Bollywood box office charts in 1962. 

      Asit Sen                           “Bees Saal Baad” 

“After a lusty Thakur rapes a young girl, she kills herself. Thereafter, the Thakur is killed 
by what the local people call the girl's vengeful spirit. Then the Thakur's son is also killed 
in a similar way. Thereafter the brother of  the Thakur is also killed. The grandson of  the 
Thakur, Kumar Vijay Singh (Biswajeet) returns from abroad to claim his ill-fated legacy. 
He is warned to stay away from the grounds that have killed his ancestors, but he intends 
to find out who or what is behind the killings, and hires a private detective, Gopichand 
Jasoos (Asit Sen). Kumar meets with Radha (Waheeda Rehman), the daughter of  the local 
doctor, Ramlal Vaid (Manmohan Krishan), and both eventually fall in love. Then a man 
is found dead wearing the clothes of  Kumar Vijay, and Kumar Vijay must now decide to 
stay away from his new residence, or continue to live there, and fear for his life everyday 
until death.”      29

If  you don’t think Sisir Batabyal or Asit Sen is really Sherlock Holmes and the storyline 
only resembles “The Hound of  the Baskervilles”,  you might want to choose some of  the 
newer Bollywood works in production below as an alternative choice for India. 

2013 - Anil Kapoor  (1956 - ) a legendary Bollywood star, is scheduled to star in a movie 
under the working title “Indian Sherlock”, with acclaimed director Shekhar Kapur also 

 rAjOo (gunwanti@hotmail.com) http://www.imdb.com/title/tt0055783/29
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involved.  Look out Benedict Cumberbatch and Jonny Lee Miller, there's a new  30

Sherlock in town – and that town is Bollywood! 

Anil Kapoor 

2013 - Ranbir Kapoor (1982 - ), one of  the highest-paid actors and one of  the most 
popular celebrities in India, will play 18-year-old desi Sherlock Holmes who ages through 
the film, in the film “Jagga Jasoos” .    31

Ranbir Kapoor 

See Ranbir Kapoor on Youtube at:  
 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=iKhi3FN3xNs 

 http://www.radiotimes.com/news/2013-03-14/sherlock-goes-to-bollywood30

 http://timesofindia.indiatimes.com/entertainment/hindi/bollywood/news/Ranbir-Kapoor-to-play-31

desi-Sherlock-Holmes/articleshow/25799852.cms
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2014 -  Rajeev Khandelwal (1975 - ) appears as ‘STD’ Samrat TilakDhari, a Sherlock Holmes in 
“Samrat & Co.” a 2014 Hindi detective thriller film directed by Kaushik Ghatak and produced by Kavita K. 
Barjatya under the Rajshri Productions banner. Gopal Datt appears as ‘CD’ Chakradhar Pandey,  STD’s 
sidekick, the Dr. Watson role. The plot of  the film sees “a young, beautiful and rich girl, Dimpy Singh (Madalsa 
Sharma), approaches Samrat Tilakdhari (Rajeev Khandelwal), a private investigator, with a strange case. Their 
garden got ruined for reasons that appear natural but are not known; leading horticulturists have examined the 
fading plants but they have not been able to identify the probable reason. Further, her father's favorite horse died; 
once again the reason for the pre-mature death remains a mystery. That's not the end; Dimpy’s father Mahendra 
Pratap Singh (Girish Karnad), otherwise a very strong and balanced man, has been experiencing deteriorating 
health. All these aspects when combined makes the case sound weird and that grabs the attention of  Samrat. 
Samrat along with his assistant friend, Chakradhar Pandey (Gopal Datt), visits the huge estate of  Mahendra 
Pratap Singh. As he starts investigating, he discovers lots of  mysterious facts. The story progresses when a murder 
takes place in the house, which leads to a series of  events, complicating things for Samrat. Every character around 
seems to be hiding something. How will Samrat unfold the mysteries? Will there be more mysteries while he is 
investigating? Will the case be solved?”  32

Madalsa Sharma, Gopal Datt and Rajeev Khandelwal 

“Samrat & Co.” is available on DVD with English subtitles, and having just watched it I can tell you the following. 
The film taking place in India, in a mansion with a rich father afraid to leave the house due to messages from a past 
happening, and having two sons, reminds one of  Doyle’s  SIGN. The opening scene has Rajeev Khandelwal doing 
a fight scene similar to Robert Downey Jr.’s in “Sherlock Holmes”. Following that fight scene, Khandelwal becomes 
a clone of  Benedict Cumberbatch’s Sherlock Holmes. Speaking his lines as quickly as Cumberbatch does made 
reading the English subtitles a challenge. It also had a scene right out of  "Speed" with SDT the doing Keanu 
Reeves part & Dimpy doing the Sandra Bullock part. Gopal Datt plays the Dr. Watson role as a reincarnation of  
Nigel Bruce’s Dr. Watson. Madalsa Sharma reminds me of  the Alice Faulkner role in the William Gillette play 
“Sherlock Holmes” with her swooning for the hero at the finish. A film trick Bollywood (as well as old Hollywood) is 
known for, the breaking out in song and dance in a scene, does make for an entertaining contrast to the murder and 
action going on around it. The film ends with Watson CD saying (while Holmes is elated about a cell phone call 
about a case with a statue with bleeding eyes) "Why don't you take on some normal cases?" Holmes STD replies, 
"CD, easy challenges are like broken pencils; there is no point." It sounds strange, but I enjoyed the film.                                                                                          

Watch a trailer for “Samrat & Co.” at: 
 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oW6ojSD3dBE 

 http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Samrat_%26_Co.32
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Indonesia 

2012 - Unknown by name to me of  these adorable young actors who play Sherlock 
Holmes and Watson with actress Adrina Putri  in two Indonesian TV commercials for 
Gery Bismart Cookies. 

Watch the commercials at: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6AxKkXBXuZ8 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hCNdX-Sl_ec 

  

2012 - Syafriadi Guccy dons the deerstalker in “Om Yadi dan Jauza”,  episode two, 
titled “Om Yadi Analysis”, a parody of  the BBC “Sherlock”. 
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Syafriadi Guccy 

Watch this Sherlock Parody on Youtube at:  
 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PZOCdwul8GU 

2018 - M. Ilyas Reyhan plays the role of  Sherlock Holmes with Abrar Abiyyu as 
Watson as “The Abominable Bride" is now apparently a stage play in Indonesia. BBC       
  Sherlock is taking over the world. 

 

M. Ilyas Reyhan 

See play snippets from “The Abominable Bride” at: 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lrCWY323NyA 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=URO_0mTsfkI 
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Ireland 

Hamilton Deane (1880 - 1958) of  New Ross, 
Ireland, most famous for writing  and starring 
in the stage play of  Bram Stroker’s “Dracula”, 
is mentioned in Michael Pointer’s ‘Sherlock 
Holmes File’ as playing Sherlock Holmes in 
one of  William Gillette’s touring companies. 
Unfortunately, I don’t have any further 
information or dates on that. (Nominated by 
Lew Irish - of  course!)  

                                                                                                      Hamilton Deane   
                                                                      

1911 - William Desmond (1878 - 1949)  born in Dublin, played Sherlock Holmes in 
Doyle's “The Speckled Band” (1911) at Sydney's Theatre Royal with Cyril Mackay as Dr. 
Watson.  

ROYAL— 'THE SPECKLED BAND.' 
“For the opening of  the romantic season at the 'Theatre Royal on Saturday next there will be 'a  
novelty in 'The Speckled Band.' Sir Arthur Conan Doyle's sensational play deals with a Sherlock 
Holmes incident as related in the short/ story bearing the same title. The cast includes Miss 
Dorothy Dix, who was brought especially from England for the part of  Enid Stoner, Miss Susie 
Vaughan, Mr. Gaston Mervale as the Anglo-Indian doctor. Mr. William Desmond as Sherlock 
Holmes, and Mr. Cyril Mackay as Dr. Watson.' In one of  the scenes a real snake 
it used by the villain. ”  33

 William Desmond 

 http://trove.nla.gov.au/ndp/del/article/129940315?33

searchTerm=hamilton%20deane%20sherlock%20holmes&searchLimits=sortby=dateAsc|||l-
category=Article
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1976 - Peter O’Toole (1932 - 2013 ) Irish born Peter O’Toole played Sherlock Holmes 
with John Standing as Dr. Watson in the play “Dead-Eyed Dicks” (1976) in Australia. 
O’Toole would actually return to Ireland, at the Gaiety Theater in Dublin, with “Dead-
Eyed Dicks”, but he came down with gastric flu and had to be replaced by under-study 
David Rose half-way thru the run.  In 1983 he would return to Australia to be the voice 34

of  Sherlock Holmes, with Ron Haddrick as Dr. Watson, in an animated set of  the four 
Conan Doyle Holmes novels. 

— 

  Peter O’Toole 

"Dead Eyed Dicks" by Peter King, is a three one-acts in which Peter O’Toole will play Lord 
Peter Wimsey, Sherlock Holmes, and Philip Marlowe. Each of  the three acts are set in the same 
mansion, and involve the same set of  characters."  35

 http://www.tandfonline.com/doi/abs/10.1080/00315249.1977.9943421?journalCode=vzar20&#.34

 http://www.theatregold.com/gold/product/dead-eyed-dicks/35
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Isle of  Man 
The Isle of  Man is a self-governing British Crown dependency in the Irish Sea between 

England and Ireland. 

1905 - Bertram A. Croucher performed as Sherlock Holmes with George Meredith as Dr. 
Watson in “The Heart of  London” at The New Empire Theatre in the capital city of  
Douglas. 

Bertram A. Croucher 

Of  special interest for performances of  Sherlock Holmes on the Isle of  Mann are two 
plays which were held their during WWI featuring German POWs at the German 
Internee Camp located there. So now we know Sherlock Holmes plays were performed 
by POWs on both sides of  the frontline, having already noted Ashley Wright as Sherlock 
Holmes in "The Speckled Band" (1917) by British POWs at German prison camp 
Groningen (Holland). For detailed information on this subject read Ray Wilcockson’s 
excellent blog “An East Wind - Part One: Sherlock Holmes and the Internees, 1916” at: 
http://altamarkings.blogspot.com/2016/10/an-east-wind-part-one-sherlock-holmes.html 
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1916 - Paul Wind, a German POW at the Isle of  Mann Internee Camp, performed as 
Sherlock Holmes in "Der Hund von Baskerville" performed by Compound 1 in what was 
explicitly the play by Ferdinand Bonn. 

Paul Wind 

1916 - Willy Schmieder, a German POW at the Isle of  Mann Internee Camp, performed 
as Sherlock Holmes in "Sherlock  Holmes" and given that Dr. Mor is named as a character, 
this would seem to be Bonn's 1906 play. 

Willy Schmieder 
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Israel 

1980 -Dror Shadur is the boy who wears the costume of  Sherlock Holmes, while helpful 
puppets of  Sherlock Holmes and Dr Watson teach about factorization, in “Simple 
Math” (Heshvon Pshut) (חשבון פשוט).  An episode of  a children's educational TV show 
for  Israeli Educational Television (IETV), in which Danny Muga, an amateur 
mathematician, is enlisted again and again to help his fellow children, four diligent 
elementary students. 

Dror Shadur 

See Simple Math at: 
 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=92UrjA4ZrPE 
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1986 - Gidi Gov is Sherlock Holmes and Moni Moshonov is Doctor Watson in “This Is 
It!” (Zehu Zeh) (!זהו זה), a sketch comedy series shown on  Israeli Educational Television 
(IETV). The 6 February 1986 was a parody of  Holmes and Watson. 

Gidi Gov 

See “This Is It!”  at: 
 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9I_d1U_HwcQ 

2012 - Yaron Brovinsky performed as Sherlock Holmes in an original production by Idit 
Schechtman, "Sherlock Holmes: A Mystery in Concert". “Idit Shechtman wrote her own text, 
"Sherlock Holmes: A Concert Mystery," based on the exploits of  the famous English detective 
invented by Sir Arthur Conan Doyle, who portrayed Holmes as an amateur violinist. In the 
rhyming verses Shechtman wrote, and for which she composed the music, the violin-playing 
detective comes to perform as a soloist with an orchestra only to discover that his violin case is 
empty.”  36

Yaron Brovinsky 

 http://www.haaretz.com/life/arts-leisure/bringing-culture-to-the-kinder-just-takes-a-push-on-the-36

musical-like-button-1.460872
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Italy 
It will be very tough to determine Italy’s first Sherlock Holmes performer, since Italy 
made around a dozen silent films in the early 1900’s (you can read about them in my 20 
part essay “Silent Sherlocks”) but none of  those actors received credits or have been 
identified. In 1910 there even was a film called “The Italian Sherlock Holmes” in which 
the detective has a name, Petrosini, but the actor was a Mr. Krohner . In 1912, Giuseppe 
Gambardella did star in"Il violino e la pipa" or, “A Violin and a Pipe” for  Società Italiana 
Cines, and “Kri Kri contro Sherlock Holmes” or, (Bloomer Versus Sherlock Holmes) 
(1915) (F-It.); and La disfatta di Sherlok-Holmes or, (The Defeat of  Sherlock Holmes or, 
Bloomer Tricks Sherlock Holmes) (1915). Then here is an early Sherlock Holmes stage 
play also. So let us begin with an early Italian performer in the stage play.

1910 - Signore Renzi performed as Sherlock Holmes on stage in the play “L’ulima 
Avventura di Sherlock Holmes" at the Arena del Sole at beginning of  the twentieth 
century. The comedy of  Ferdinand Bonn, (Doyle-Gillette) which had been presented for 
the first time in Paris in 1907. 

—-
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S. Renzi - 1910 
 L’ulima Avventura di Sherlock Holmes 
From the Gabriele Mazzoni collection



1912, 1915 - Giuseppe Gambardella played Sherlock Holmes in the silent films “Il 
violino e la pipa” (1912); “Kri Kri contro Sherlock Holmes” (Bloomer Versus Sherlock 
Holmes) (1915) (F-It.); and La disfatta di Sherlok-Holmes (The Defeat of  Sherlock 
Holmes or, Bloomer Tricks Sherlock Holmes ) (1915). 

Giuseppe Gambardella 

1913, 1914  - Emilio Vardanne played Sherlock Holmes in the silent films “Più forte 
che Sherlock Holmes” (Stronger than Sherlock Holmes) (1913) and “Più forte che 
Sherlock Holmes II” (Stronger than Sherlock Holmes II) (1914). 

Emilio Vardanne 

However there were uncredited Italian Sherlock Holmes silent films done earlier, while 
the most memorable Italian Sherlock Holmes performer was probably the Italian TV 
Sherlock Holmes performer below. 
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1968 - (Ferdinand) Nando Gazzolo (1928 - ) and Gianni Bonagura (1925 - ) played 
Sherlock Holmes and Dr. Watson in 1968 for Sceneggiato Rai on Italian TV. "Sherlock 
Holmes :La Valla della Paura" ("The Valley of  Fear") and "Sherlock Holmes:L'ultimo die 
Baskerville" ("Last of  the Baskervilles”). 'Valley' consisted of  three, fifty minute episodes 
and 'Hound' had four, forty-five minute episodes. 

Sherlock Holmes reveals the mystery of  the deaths of  immature components of  an 
aristocratic English family. This is not a curse, but in real killers organized by a bastard 
descendant of  the family. It may be the best example of  a short series of  home production 
in the sixties dedicated to Sherlock Holmes. 

Watch "Sherlock Holmes :La Valla della Paura" and "Sherlock Holmes:L'ultimo die 
Baskerville" at: 

"Sherlock Holmes :La Valla della Paura" ("The Valley of  Fear”)https://
www.youtube.com/watch?v=DZTwIC2AxlM 

"Sherlock Holmes:L'ultimo die Baskerville" ("Last of  the Baskervilles”)https://
www.youtube.com/watch?v=To9vM2fCLlY 
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Nando Gazzolo & Gianni Bonagurra
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Japan 

For Japan I’m left with only some very scattered tid-bits of  information about early 
Holmes performers supplied by Sherlockians Yuichi Hirayama and  Mr. Endo of  The 
Japanese Sherlock Holmes Club.  

According to Mr. Endo, who has written articles on Sherlockian play performance in 
Japan, their first performance was on Jan 24 1908,  at Yokohama Goethe Theatre, 
Gillette’s “Sherlock Holmes”, by the Bandmann Co. In the title role was Mr.Claude 
King (1875 - 1941) . Interestingly enough, Claude King was later the founder of  SAG 
in America, played Dr. Watson on stage in “The Speckled Band” (1911) with Australian 
O. P. Heggie as Sherlock Holmes, and also with H.A. Sainsbury as Holmes in “The 
Speckled Band” (1910). He also played Sir Albert Hastings in the  “Sherlock 
Holmes” (1932) movie, which featured Clive Brook as Sherlock Holmes and Reginald 
Owen as Dr. Watson. 

Claude King as Sir Albert Hastings 

Mr. Endo also found an ad of  Sherlock Holmes performance on Feb 27 1903, by Janet 
Waldolf  Co. at Public Hall Yokohama. However, he can't confirm this was definitely 
staged. As far as we know, the first actual performance was that of  1908. 

1958 - Oki Juin-ichiro may have played Sherlock Holmes, with MURAKOSHI Ichiro 
as Dr.Watson in a play called “Thunder Echo” ? No further details other than there was a 
Sherlock Holmes in the play were supplied. 

1984 - Taichiro Hirokawa (1940 - 2008) and Kousei Tomita did not appear on that 
stage, they were the voices of  Holmes and Watson in the "Sherlock Hound" anime. “This 
series was great. So it was loosely based on the Arthur Conan Doyle books (like, really 
loosely), but that's fine, because the characters and outlandish plots more than made up 
for it. The character traits of  Holmes, or rather, Hound, are all there - Science 
experiments, the pipe, even the deer stalker hat. Watson, too, is just like his 1930's 
counterpart, Nigel Bruce, being the upper class Brit (with an American accent). 
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And of  course there's the token bad guy, along with his completely useless henchmen, 
because that's what cartoon henchmen are for, right? Professor Moriarty is devious and 
cunning and just can't seem to outwit Sherlock Hound, whatever he may try. Moriarty 
gets away every time, much to the annoyance of  Hound, along with his bumbling 
assistants, who can't do anything right.”  37

Taichiro Hirokawa and Kousei Tomita 

Sherlock Hound 

 Clark, Steve http://www.imdb.com/title/tt0088109/reviews37
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1987 - Takeshi Kusaka (1931 - ) played Sherlock Holmes in “The Crucifer of  Blood”. 

Takeshi Kusaka 

1988 - Shozo Uesugi (1955 - ) played Sherlock Holmes with Ryoichi Yamaguchi as Dr. 
Watson in “Sherlock’s Last Case”. This stage was performed from Sept. 8 to 18, 1988, at 
Hakuhinkan Theatre, Tokyo. 

Shozo Uesugi and Ryoichi Yamaguchi 
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Kazakhstan 

2013 - Arthur Shipanov plays Sherlock Holmes, with Sergey Chetverikov as Dr. 
Watson, in “Sherlock is Playing the Game”,  a BBC Sherlock parody which has been 
nominated for ‘Done in Sixty Seconds Award’ and won a  Jameson Empire Awards in  
2014 for Best Film of  2013. 

       Sergey Chetverikov and Arthur Shipanov 

Watch “Sherlock is Playing the Game” on Youtube at: https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=lCueyVagDNQ 

Benedict Cumberbatch and Martin Freeman fans will especially enjoy this one minute 
parody of  a scene from the BBC’c “Sherlock” series. 
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Kazakhstan 

2018 - Temirlan Budakov (Темирлан Будаков) dons the deerstalker in “Sherlock 
Holmes - School Adventures”  (Шерлок Холмс - Школьные переделки),  a ten minute 
internet film in which he shows teenage problems, their attitude to teachers, to his peers, 
and reveals their views ton life. He relies on observations to show the magic in life. 

 

Temirlan Budakov 

Watch “Sherlock Holmes - School Adventures” on Youtube at: 
 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ijAghlR96bM 
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Laos 

2017 - Daniel Foley played Sherlock Holmes with Will White as Dr. Watson in 
“Sherlock Holmes”  at the Mercure Vientiane Hotel, Vientiane city, Laos, staged by 
London-based theatre company Performance Exchange. This Holmes is an awkward, 
intense, nerdy younger man. His violin playing sounds terrible, and he is neither a martial 
arts expert nor a crack shot Dr Watson makes him out to be. In fact, he doesn't even own 
a gun. Sherlock Holmes smokes cigarettes, but Watson comes up with the idea of  the 
famous pipe for effect. The trademark Sherlock Holmes hat and cape were made up by 
Watson, as was Holmes' upper-class background. Neither of  them is well off. 
 

Daniel Foley 
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Latvia  

1972 - Juris Strenga (1937 - ), is a famous Latvian actor who played Sherlock Holmes in 
“Here Is My Village” (1972) a TV movie. 

                                                           Juris Strenga              

In “Here Is My Village” (1972, a TV movie in 4 episodes), the very first minutes of  the 
movie Boys are reading Sherlock Holmes and imagining him pursuing Moriarty. Juris 
Strenga as Sherlock Holmes and Laimonas Noreika as Moriarty. Also Vitaly Solomin (the 
future Watson of  the Livanov-Solomin series) is the headmaster who reads the the 
Sherlock Holmes book confiscated from the boys. Interestingly, the famous actor, with a 
characteristic appearance, Juris Strenga, would also play Moriarty, in the 1982 “Sherlock 
Holmes” musical based on the Gillette play and furthermore, Strenga played the 
Inspector "Blue Carbuncle" (1980). Quite a Sherlockian resume for the Latvian actor. 

Be sure to watch the opening minute of   “Here Is My Village” to see Strenga as Sherlock 
Holmes chasing Moriarty at:   

https://yandex.ru/video/search?
text=вот%20моя%20деревня%201972&safety=1&redircnt=1509357004.1 
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1979 - Valentina Skulmi and G. Placēnu played Holmes (Šerloks Holmss) and Watson  
(Dokotors Vatsons) in the musical “Šerloks Holmss” (Sherlock Holmes) in Riga.
 

Valentina Skulmi 
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Lithuania  

1980 - Algimantas Masiulis (1931 - 2008) and Ernst Romanov (1936 - ) appeared as 
Sherlock Holmes and Dr.Watson in ”The Blue Carbuncle” (1980). Algimantas Masiulis 
was a well known Lithuanian film actor. An interesting fact on Ernest Romanov is that he 
appeared in season 1 episode 4 (“The Mistresses of  Lord Maulbrey” - 2013) of  the new 
Igor Petrenko and Andrey Panin Russian Holmes series, in the role of  Bradshaw. For an 
interview by Algimantas Masiulis about ”The Blue Carbuncle” refer to my monograph 
“From Watson, With Love” at:  http://www.nplh.co.uk/from-russia-with-love.html 

Algimantas Masiulis & Ernst Romanov 

Watch The Blue Carbuncle (1979) with English subtitles at: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Bse_zLKZIBc 

**Sherlockian Michael Chumakov, from Minsk, Belarus says, “I think that it's not correct to call Algimantas Masiulis 
‘the first Lithuanianian Holmes’, because the movie was made by Belarusian team, at the ‘Belalarusfilm’ studio. 
Masiulis was invited because of  his ‘european' face and manner. But Lithuania has nothing in common with this 
movie. He is the first (and the only one) Belarusian Holmes, not Lithuanian.” 
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Maylasia 

2018 - Raul Dylan Hogarth played Sherlock Holmes in “The Show Must Go On!”.  
This comedy farce revolves around an amateur drama society's attempts to stage a 
Sherlock Holmes murder mystery play. A story of  a play within a play that goes hideously 
wrong.  An original Comedy Play featuring Sherlock Holmes, written and directed Scott 
McQuaid, a British expat based in Malaysia and a fellow Sherlockian, which according to 
my records, was the first Original Sherlock Holmes play in Malaysia. The play was 
inspired by the London West End stage production The Play That Goes Wrong.  Raul 
Dylan Hogarth who played Sherlock Holmes, would later play Inspector Lestrade in 
CPAC Studios' second outing “The Missing Script” (2019).. The play was performed live 
3 November 2018, a one time showing, at the Cempaka Hall, in the International School, 
Damansara Heights campus, Kuala Lumpur Malaysia. A full performance video was 
released to YouTube on 11 September 2019. 

 

Raul Dylan Hogarth 

Watch “The Show Must Go On!” at: 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_osaJ1GFW6A&t=10s 
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2018 -Bryan Tiang and Charmaine Koh both played Sherlock Holmes in “The 
Missing Script”, with Muhammad Elmyzan Farhan as Dr. Watson and Charmaine Koh 
as Dr. Watson #2. A parody based on the adventures of  Sherlock Holmes, following the 
humble beginnings of  author Sir Arthur Conan Doyle writing his first novel about the 
detective and his companion Dr. Watson. After Inspector Lestrade introduces a missing 
person’s case, our Baker Street heroes are soon en route to Baskerville Hall to investigate. 
Upon meeting their hosts, Irene Adler and the mysterious Mr. Blackwood, a frenetic farce 
breaks out, going from place to place and muddle to mess. This is the second original 
Comedy Play featuring Sherlock Holmes, written and directed Scott McQuaid, a British 
expat based in Malaysia and a fellow Sherlockian. It was performed live on the 1st & 2nd 
November 2019, in the Cempaka Hall in the International School, Damansara Heights 
campus, Kuala Lumpur Malaysia. A full performance video was released to YouTube on 
5 December 2019. 

 

             Charmaine Koh                                           Bryan Tiang 

Watch “The Missing Script” at: 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Fw4ORkxx93o&t=105s 
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Mexico 

1947 - Jose Baviera (1906 - 1981) played Sherlock Holmes in the Mexican film “Aresino 
Lupin”,  a meeting of  the master detective with the master thief  Arsène Lupin. 

 Jose Baviera 

See Jose Baviera as Sherlock Holmes clip at:  
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rbE4RAFTIvI 

Least we forget, Nigel Bruce was born in Ensenada, Baja California, Mexico (his 
parents were on holiday there). Nigel Bruce, remembered as Dr. Watson of  course, 
actually played Sherlock Holmes once. On the “Request Performance” radio show air 
date 4/11/1945, the funniest feature of  the show was Basil Rathbone playing in the role 
of  Dr.  Watson and Nigel Bruce playing Sherlock Holmes in a specially prepared skit. 

Todos deberían creer en Sherlock. ¡Creo que deberíamos tomar otra bebida 
y creer en Nigel Bruce! 
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Moldova 

2018 - Roman Dumitru played Sherlock Holmes in the video “Sherlock Holmes și Dr. 
Watson din Moldova”, a Comedy Zebra Show Youtube production. The Comedy Zebra 
Show are  the first Romanian-language comedy troupe in the Republic of  Moldova, with 
the most controversial topics where they are found in our delicate but still peppery jokes, 
torn as if  from reality. 

Roman Dumitru  

See Roman Dumitru as Sherlock Holmes clip at:  
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sD0NnaH-ru8 
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Myanmar 

2018 - Khant Si Thu (ခန#$စည#သ() played Sherlock Holmes in the video “Funny Sherlock 
Holmes Movie”, a Youtube production. In 1989, the military government officially 
changed the English translations of  many names dating back to Burma's colonial period 
or earlier, including that of  the country itself: Burma became Myanmar. 

 

Khant Si Thu 
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New Zealand 

1902 - Harry Plimmer New Zealand actor Harry Plimmer 
played Holmes in Perth and Adelaide in J.C. Williamson’s 
production of  Gillette’s “Sherlock Holmes”. “To bring ‘Sherlock 
Holmes’ to Australia in 1902, impresario J. C. Williamson had to 
pay “the biggest price ever previously paid for any dramatic or 
musical play in this country.” Williamson hoped that Gillette 
would tour Australia and play the part of  Holmes, but his “big 
success in London . . . prevented him from coming to 
Australia . . . as was in the first place practically arranged.” The 
play opened at the Theatre Royal in Perth, Western Australia, 
on 26 July 1902. The principal players were Harry Plimmer 
(Sherlock Holmes), Lumsden Hare (Dr Watson).”  Canadian 38

actor and William Gillette protégé Cuyler Hastings played 
Holmes in the other Australian state capitals in 1902.                                                                                             

                                                                                                                   Harry Plimmer 

1905 - Arthur Edwards Manning performed as Sherlock Holmes in New Zealand in 
William Gillette’s “Sherlock Holmes”. 

Arthur Edwards Manning 

 http://derhamgroves.com/harry-plimmer-and-cuyler-hastings-australias-first-and-second-sherlock-38

holmes/
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North Sea 
(ok not a country, but a ship at sea)  39

1915 - G. E. A. Jackson played Sherlock Holmes, with E. L. B. Damant as Dr. Watson, 
in The Grand Fleet Amusing Itself: "You See Too" - A Musical Farce in Seven Paroxysms 
Aboard Ship. "You See Too”, a WWI Holmes stage play, was written and performed by 
the officers of  one of  the British warships guarding the North Sea and attended by 
Admiral Jellicoe. 

G. E. A. Jackson  40

 http://www.unz.org/Pub/Bookman-1915sep-00003a03?View=PDF39

 "The Sketch" 28 July 191540
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Northern Ireland 

1910 - Percy Copley and Miss D. Lavant appear to have played the Holmes 
characters in the Sherlock Holmes Plays at Mrs. Copley’s Pavilion of  Varieties, Albert 
Street, Bangor, Co Down, Northern Ireland. 

Monday 28 February 1910 (1 night only) The Celebrated Play. “The Female Sherlock 
Holmes”. 2 performances nightly at 7 and 9. Prices 2d, 4d, 6d.  

Tuesday 13 September 1910 (1 night only) The Thrilling Drama. The Great Detective. 
An Adventure in the life of  Sherlock Holmes. 

Percy Copley and Miss D. Lavant 
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1936-37 - Cyril Scott (1866 - 1945), born in Bambridge, County Down, Northen 
Ireland, played Sherlock Holmes, with Conway Wingfield as Dr. Watson, in “The 
Holmeses of  Baker Street” in New York City at the Masque Theatre, December 9, 1936-
January 23, 1937. 53 performances. “In “The Holmeses of  Baker Street”, author Basil 
Mitchell took an unusual approach, picturing Holmes as an elderly widower, with a 
grown daughter, Shirley.  Felix Aylmer was Holmes, with Nigel Playfair as Watson. There 
were objections in London to taking liberties with the character, and the play was soon 
withdrawn.  However, it opened in New York… where Helen Chandler was a resourceful 
Shirley, Cyril Scott was a bee-keeping Holmes, and Conway Wingfield was Watson.”                                                                                                                                                         41

                                                          Cyril Scott 

 Lachman, Marvin, The Villainous Stage: Crime Plays on Broadway and in the West End41
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Norway 

1902 - Ingolf  Schanche (1877 - 1954) played Sherlock Holmes with Jac. von der Lippe 
as Dr. Watson in “Sherlock Holmes” at Kristiania (Oslo): Centralteatret (1902). Like 
Benedict Cumberbatch today, Ingolf  Schanche was an actor who was a 'heart-throb' of  
his time.    

Ingolf  Schanche 

“A diabolic stagephoto of  Ingolf  Schanche, collected from am essay by Nils Nordberg, in 
a theater programme for Nationaltheatret in Oslo, Norway in 1980 when Gillette's play 
was revived in Oslo that year.”  42

 Bergman, Ted - e-mail42
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Pakistan 

2013 - Agha Majid (aka Aroo Grenade) played Sherlock Holmes and Iftikhar 
Thakur may have played Dr. Watson on the TV show “Khabar Naak” of  the Geo News, 
Independent Media Corporation. A comedy interview on an Urdu and Punjabi television 
show, episode titled Sherlock Holmes and Dr. Watson. 

 Agha Majid aka Aroo Grenade 

2017 -  Babu Rana as Sherlock Holmes and Nasir Chaneolite as Dr. Watson with Mir 
Mohammad Ali as Aftab Iqbal/Host, on “Khabardar - Dr. Watson & Sherlock 
Holmes” - Lackson Group IPTV. Aftab Iqbal interviews Sherlock Holmes and Dr. 
Watson. : Air Date - August 20, 2017.  Khabardar was an Urdu and Punjabi comedy 
television show that aired on Express News (2015 to 2018). Mir Mohammad Ali had 
previously interviewed a different Sherlock Holmes and Dr. Watson on Khabar 
Naak (2013). 

Babu Rana 
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2019 - Charlotte Mafham as Sherlock Holmes, with Joanne Sealey led all-female cast  
in “A Scandal in Bohemia”. Directed by Francesca de Sica  for the Struts & Frets 
company. The play has been commissioned by the British Council of  Karachi (Pakistan) 
and was first performed at the British Council Library at Karachi on 5 April 2019.  

 

Charlotte Mafham 
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Peru 

2011 - Roberto Salazar appeared as Sherlock Holmes , with Sergio Cano as Dr. 
Watson in the play “Sherlock Holmes: Escándalo en Bohemia” (2011) (“Sherlock Holmes: 
A Scandal in Bohemia”) at The Lima Center, in Lima, Peru. 

“Sherlock Holmes: Escándalo en Bohemia” 

“Fate puts Holmes against a rival in its class. Irene Adler will face, beautiful and intelligent 
woman whose profession opera singer conceals an extremely skillful international adventurer, 
who will win the game to the very Sherlock Holmes. Again, Holmes surprises Watson with his 
ability to disguise, in that case, the groom. Scandal in Bohemia has become one of  the most 
famous stories of  Conan Doyle, precisely because its protagonist a woman who cleverly mocks 
the great detective. Despite the low opinion that Holmes had on women, adventure left an 
indelible memory in it.” 

Sergio Cano                                          Roberto Salazar 

See the trailer for “Sherlock Holmes: Escándalo en Bohemia” on Youtube at:  
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=o6tOAjMO9vo 
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Philippines 

2013 - John Chuahiock played both Sherlock Holmes and Van Helsing  in "A Study in 
Blood” in a ten minute YouTube video. 

John Chuahiock 

See "A Study in Blood” on Youtube at:  
www.youtube.com/watch?v=HeLUPK0CiH4 

2016 - Paul Holme played William Gillette in Ken Ludwig's "The Game's Afoot” at the 
Onstage Theater in Greenbelt 1 on Paseo de Roxas. 

Paul Holme                           The Game’s Afoot Cast 
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2016 - Alexis Gordovez starred as a Benedict Cumberbatch version of  Sherlock, in a 
teaser video project done by the students of  the University of  Santo Tomas, Philippines 
and submitted to Facebook for reviews. 

 

Alexis Gordovez 

Poland 

Alexander Zelwerowicz may have been the first Polish Sherlock Holmes when he 
starred in William Gillette’s “Sherlock Holmes “ on stage in 1906-07.  43

Alexander Zelwerowicz 

 https://polona.pl/item/19709091/0/43
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Kazimierz Kamiński was one of  Poland’s earliest Sherlock Holmes performers when 
he took the stage in “Šerlok Hol’ms” Sherlock Holmes” in 1907.   44

 

Kazimierz Kamiński 

Tadeusz Zelski played Sherlock Holmes on stage in Poland in “Scherlock Holmes Pies 
z Bascerville” in 192?.  45

Tadeusz Zelski 

 https://polona.pl/item/37802096/5/44

 https://polona.pl/item/50949368/0/45
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1934 - Konrad Tom is The Detective/Polish Sherlock Holmes in the film “What My 
Husband Does at Night” (Co mój maz robi w nocy). Tom’s detective has the pipe, the 
magnifying glass, the hat, and wears disguises. It would be safe to label him a Polish 
Sherlock Holmes. A man (Michal Znicz) does not wish for his beloved wife (Maria 
Gorczynska) to realize he was robbed by his partner, so takes a night as a waiter and 
pretends to still have the bankrupt business in the day. A detective (Konrad Tom), with is 
hired to explain the theft. He travels across continents to catch the thief. In the end, he 
succeeds. 

 

 

Konrad Tom 
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The 1979/80 TV series 'Sherlock Holmes and Doctor Watson' consisting of  24 stories 
produced by Sheldon Reynolds and was filmed in Poland. It starred Geoffrey 
Whitehead as Sherlock Holmes and Donald Pickering as Dr. Watson. This was 
Reynolds's second foray into Sherlock Holmes for TV. Some episodes used the same script 
as Reynolds's earlier 1954/55 series with Ronald Howard as Sherlock Holmes. The series is 
largely unknown and has only been released officially on DVD in Italy and Germany.  

Geoffrey Whitehead and Donald Pickering 

Geoffrey Whitehead 'Sherlock Holmes and Doctor Watson' episodes on YouTube:   
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2uKHaCBsqKE&list=PLcvObjGQpCd2hBOm2zSBktJTkFofIKguK 

“A series of  24 30-minute programs, produced by Sheldon Reynolds. Distributed by 
American International Television and first broadcast in 1980. Cast: Geoffrey Whitehead 
(Sherlock Holmes), Donald Pickering (Doctor Watson). The series was first announced in 
1978 by Andrea Reynolds (Fluffy Ash, summer 1978). Andrea Reynolds said in 1979 that 
"owning all the rights to Arthur Conan Doyle's work is 'like owning an oil well’” (Women's 
Wear Daily, Feb. 23, 1979), and the series was filmed in Poland and England. The series 
credits state that it was a co-production by TVP Poltel and the Sheldon Reynolds 
Organization. According to ‘The Poles’, by Stewart Steven (New York: Macmillan, 1982, p. 
31), "A British TV company went into a co-partnership deal, in theory with Polish TV but 
in fact with Szczepanski, to make, of  all things a Sherlock Holmes movie with British 
actors. The film has never been seen, but a wood-and-papier-mache Baker Street still 
exists, looking somewhat forlorn in the middle of  a Warsaw TV movie lot." According to 
Jean G. Weidner, Maciej Szczepanski was head of  Poland's radio and TV system until 
about the end of  1980, when he was ousted for corruption after Gierek was run out of  
office. [Andrea was arrested and jailed in Poland, and Sheldon (who was in London) spent 
a few days arranging for her release] [‘Worst mistake I ever made,’ he once told me] [He 
also has said that his worst mistake was introducing Andrea to his friend Claus von 
Bulow]”  46

 Blau, Peter files46
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Portugal 

1999  - Joaquim de Almeida (1957 - ) played Sherlock Holmes in “A Samba for 
Sherlock” (O Xangô de Baker Street). 

Joaquim de Almeida 

Cast in the key role of  Sherlock Holmes is Portuguese actor  Joaquim de Almeida, best 
known as ‘Bucho’ in the film “Desperado”. Anthony O’Donnell plays Dr. Watson. “Set in 
Rio de Janeiro in 1886, this comedy-thriller begins with the theft of  a Stradivarius violin 
that has been presented by His Majesty the Emperor of  Brazil to one of  his more 
delectable mistresses--a harmless crime in itself  but one that mystifies the authorities and 
(far more important) embarrasses the Emperor. At the suggestion of  Sarah Bernhardt, 
who is on a triumphant tour through South America, the great Sherlock Holmes is 
summoned from London to solve the case. But by the time he arrives, events have taken a 
turn for the worse, as a series of  grisly murders shocks the city--the victims all beautiful 
young women.”  47

A Samba for Sherlock 

 http://www.bakerstreetdozen.com/xango.html47
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Puerto Rico  

2005 - Eugenio Monclova (1959 - ) whose parents were acting legends in Puerto Rico, 
played Sherlock Holmes in the TV mini-series "The Last Case of   Detective Prado" (‘El 
Ultimo caso del detective Prado’) (2005). This series was produced in Puerto Rico, and is 
one in which Holmes hable Espanol. Eugenio Monclova plays Sherlock Holmes in the 
mini-series. 

The Last Case of  Detective Prado 

 Eugenio Monclova 
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Queen Mary 2 - International Waters 
(If  the plays takes place half-way between New York and Southampton in the Atlantic 
Ocean is it Holmes without a country? Well we shall just call it International Waters) 

2011-12 - Keith Maynard had the Sherlock Holmes role in radio stage reenactment of  
“The Murder of  the Master Mariner at Midnight on a Misty Monday in the Mid-
Atlantic with a Mayan Machete” about the Queen Mary 2 during its Atlantic crossing. 
The staff  presents it in the manner of  an old radio program with a narrator and 
individuals speaking their parts.   

Keith Maynard 
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Romania 

1966 - Ion Marinescu voiced Sherlock Holmes, with Ion Manta as Harold Stackhurst, 
Constantin Brezeanu as William Bellamy and Sylvia Fulda as Don Johnston, for the 
Romanian audio production Coama Leului (The Lion's Mane). The remainder of  the cast 
included George Marutza, Rodica Sanda Tutuianu, Sorin Gabor, Constantin Brezeanu, 
Sandu Sticlaru, Nicolae Pomoje, Gheorghe Pufulete, Sergiu Ionescu and Maria 
Marseilos. 

Ion Marinescu 

Listen to “Coama Leului” at: 
 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Lr5ADgazJ1c 
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1982 - Victor Rebengiuc voiced Sherlock Holmes and Mircea Septilici voiced Dr. 
Watson for the Romanian audio production "Sherlock Holmes și cei șase napoleoni”. The 
remainder of  the cast included George Oancea, Mihai Fotino, Constantin Brezeanu, 
Constantin Diplan, Radu Panamarenco, Sorin Gheorghiu and Victor Strengaru.  

Victor Rebengiuc  - Sherlock Holmes și cei șase napoleoni 

Victor Rebengiuc 

Listen to “Sherlock Holmes și cei șase napoleoni” at: 
 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Lr5ADgazJ1c 
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2000 - Radu Pietreanu was Sherlock Holmes and Mugur Mihãescu was Dr. Watson in 
“Vacanta Mare (The Great Holiday) - “Pastila Timpului” (The Time Pill segment of  
episode 28) for ProTV, Romania. This episode included a long Sherlock Holmes parody 
skit that takes place in Victorian England.  
Sherlock Holmes and Watson have this exchange: 
	 Sherlock: Watson! You're exactly like your Horoscope defines you. 
	 Watson: Smart? Intelligent? 
	 Sherlock: Ram, Watson. You're really a ram (Romanian insult meaning dumb) 
	 Watson: But why are you saying that? Have you seen me sleep with a sheep? 
	 Sherlock: No.This is the Romanian fashion PR Adriana Matei aka 'Miss Hypewit' 
	 Watson: Well you can't since I have a place were nobody can see me! 

— 

_ 

Radu Pietreanu 
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2015 - Adriana Matei aka 'Miss Hypewit' is a Romanian fashion PR . These shots are 
from her “Blog 221B Baker Street, London” shoot. 

 

Adriana Matei 

2016 - Mihai Constantinescu had the lead role in the Wolf  Brothers Cinema’s internet 
fan film “The Valley of  Lear”.  The cast, consisted of, Sherlock Holmes - Mihai 
Constantinescu, Moriarty - Andrei "Wolf" Constantinescu, Mycroft - Florin Morosanu,  
John Watson - Nicolai Bulicanu, and LeStrade - Laurentiu Stiniguta. I don’t know if  they 
ever actually finished the film due to location problems, but as someone who enjoys 
Shakespeare, I do like the punning title. Since I have no other entry for Romania , Mihai 
will hold the title of  Romania’s first Sherlock Holmes performer, at least until some new 
information comes to light. 

Mihai Constantinescu - The Valley of  Lear 

Check out the YouTube Channel - http://www.youtube.com/c/WolfBrothersCinema 
https://www.facebook.com/wolfycinema/ 
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Ruhleben (Germany) 
(ok technically not a country, but a WWI civilian detention camp)  48

1915 - E. J. Davies performed Sherlock Holmes in a World War I Internment Camp. 
Davies was sketched for the third issue of  “In Ruhleben Camp” (July 1915, p.19) to show 
how he appeared as Sherlock Holmes in the camp's production of  "The Speckled Band”. 
Ruhleben Internment Camp was located about 6 miles west of  Berlin. 

 E. J. Davies 

"The Speckled Band” 

 http://ruhleben.tripod.com/id5.html48
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Russia  

1906 - Boris Sergeyevich Glagolin (1879 -1948) In the years 1906, Boris Sergeyevich 
Glagolin appeared on stage in, once again,  William Gillette’s “Sherlock Holmes”, 
making him Russia’s first Sherlock Holmes performer. "Glagolin became the first Russian 
Sherlock Holmes, having played first in the German F. Bonn play based on stories by 
Arthur Conan Doyle (September 9, 1906), and then in the play ‘The New Adventures of  
Sherlock Holmes’, which was composed together with M. Suvorin. For an entire 
generation of  viewers Sherlock Holmes was…. Glagolin.“   Many other Sherlock 49

Holmes plays would also appear in the tear 1906  in Russia, and the fine research of  
Sherlockian friend Alexander Orlov allows me to list many of  them here for you. 

                                                                                                                             
                                                                                                                      

Boris Sergeyevich Glagolin 
(Борис Глаголин ) 

Read “From Watson, With Love” an essay on Russian Holmes performers at:  
http://www.nplh.co.uk/from-russia-with-love.html 

 http://teatr-lib.ru/Library/Mnemozina/Mnemoz_4/ 49
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“Шерлок Холмс” 

Boris Glagolin  
(Борис Глаголин ) 
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1906 - Mr. Borchenko (Борченко) 

Petersburg’s Carmen (Петербурга Кармен) 

1906 - Vsevolod Blumenthal-Tamarin (Всеволод Блюменталь-Тамарин) 

Mariani (Маріани i.e. Moriarty)     

Read “From Watson, With Love” an essay on Russian Holmes performers at:  
http://www.nplh.co.uk/from-russia-with-love.html 
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1906 - Vasily Dalmatov (Далматов) 

The New Adventures of  Sherlock Holmes in St. Petersburg (Новые 
приключения Шерлока Холмса в Петербурге) 

   
                                                                                                                                                                                                          

1906 - A. P. Dolin (А. П. Долин)  

Motofoso VI in Petersburg (Мотофозо VI в Петербурге) 

Read “From Watson, With Love” an essay on Russian Holmes performers at:  
http://www.nplh.co.uk/from-russia-with-love.html 
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1906 - Mr. Gursky (Гурский) 

Mariani (Мариани) 

1906 - Mr. Karsavin (Карсавин) 

Petersburg’s Carmen (Петербурга Кармен) 

Read “From Watson, With Love” an essay on Russian Holmes performers at:  
http://www.nplh.co.uk/from-russia-with-love.html 
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1906 - В. М. Maysky (Б. М. Майскій) 

The Wife of  Sherlock Holmes (Жена Шерлока Холмса)  
Opera 

1906 - Mr. Maisky (Майский) 

Wife of  Sherlock Holmes 

Read “From Watson, With Love” an essay on Russian Holmes performers at:  
http://www.nplh.co.uk/from-russia-with-love.html 
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 For more information on early Russian stage: 

 http://vivaldi.nlr.ru/ap000000329/view  

"Обозрение театров" 1906 №1-38 - Review of Theaters 1906. It has dates and 
casts and names of theaters and names of plays and even their synopses.You 
could search for the following words: Холмс, Холмса, Холмсе, Хольмс, 
Хольмса, Хольмсе, Гольмс, Гольмса, Гольмсе 

L to R Alexander Orlov, Vitaly Solomin, Howard Ostrom 
 Vasily Lavanov, Daniil Dubshin 
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 Nikolay Seversky

Всеволод 
Блюменталь-Тамарин  
 Vsevolod Blumenthal-

Tamarin 
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Scotland 

**In 1894 Charles Roger’s “Sherlock Holmes: a Psychological Drama in Five Acts” 
opened in Glasgow, Scotland with John Webb in the starring role. John Webb being 
English we listed him under England.  But, perhaps  John Webb belongs here since the 
production was in Scotland. 

1896 -97 - Neil McNeil  (sometimes Neal and sometimes McNeill) , could be the first 
Scot to play Holmes, but it wasn’t in Scotland, it was on Broadway, in the play “Hendrick 
Hudson Jr.”  50

Neil McNeil 

Leave it to my old pal Ray Wilcockson to come up with what may be the definitive 
answer for Scotland, Walter Bentley.  51

1902 - Walter Bentley (1849 - 1927) was born as William Begg in Edinburgh, Scotland. 
He would become best known for his Shakespearian performances in his adopted country 
of  Australia, however Ray Wilkerson, is his blog ‘Sherlock Holmes Spotting (Part 2) - The 
first Scot to play Holmes?’ states, “Recently turned 53, Walter Bentley toured in "The 
Bank of  England", starring as Sherlock Holmes, in the country of  his birth. I can place him 
in 3 venues: 1) Saturday 15 November at Falkirk Town Hall, 2) Tuesday 25 November at 
Ardrossan Assembly Hall, and 3) early December at Dunfermline, Fifeshire.”                           52

- 

 http://altamarkings.blogspot.co.uk/2016/11/the-z-of-sherlock-holmes-performers.html50

 http://altamarkings.blogspot.co.uk/2014_12_01_archive.html51

 http://altamarkings.blogspot.co.uk/2014_12_01_archive.html52
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Walter Bentley 

1909 - Joseph Millane played Sherlock Holmes in the William Gillette play "Sherlock 
Holmes" at the Alexandra Theatre, Greenock, Scotland. 

 

Joseph Millane 
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1923 - W. McWilliams (or MacWilliams) played the great detective in the Sherlock 
Holmes drama “Moriarty” (or “Professor Moriarty”) in four acts for the St. Ninian’s 
Dramatic Club at The Town Hall, Kirkintilloch on 12 & 13 Dec 1923. The club was 
long-lived, reviving after WWII. 
 

W. McWilliams 
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1933 - Olaf  Hytten (1888 - 1955) a great character actor from Glasgow, Scotland, 
actually played the role of  Sherluck Jones with Charles McNaughton as Dr. Hotson in the 
(1933)  parody of  Sherlock Holmes & Dr. Watson "Lost in Limehouse". Some of  you may 
recognize Hytten as Norris, Sir George Fenwick's (Paul Cavanaugh) Butler in "The 
Woman in Green" (1945), which starred Basil Rathbone & Nigel Bruce. I bet you didn't 
know that he also played the Hotel Day Desk Clerk in my favorite Sherlock Holmes film 
of  all-time, "The Scarlet Claw" (1944). A third role in a Rathbone Holmes' movie he 
played was Captain MacIntosh in "Sherlock Holmes Faces Death" (1943). A fourth 
Rathbone Sherlock Holmes' film he was in was "Sherlock Holmes and the Voice of  
Terror" (1942) in which he played Fabian Prentiss.  The fifth & final Rathbone Holmes' 
film he made an appearance in was "Pursuit to Algiers" (1945) were he appeared briefly 
as Stinson the Gunsmith. Now for a surprising fact I bet you didn't know, Olaf  Hytten 
also once appeared in an Eille Norwood Sherlock Holmes's film "The Stockbroker's 
Clerk" (1922) in which he played Hall Pycroft! Another Sherlock Holmes' film Olaf  
Hytten appeared in was "A Study in Scarlet" (1933) with Reginald Owen as Holmes & 
Warburton Gamble as Watson. Hytten once again appeared in the film as a Butler, this 
time for Merrydew (Alan Dinehart). He was often cast as a butler in movies and 50's TV. 
You can view "Lost in Limehouse" aka “Lady Esmerelda’s Predicament” (1933), "A 
slapstick burlesque of  19th Century Victorian melodrama featuring a parody of  Holmes 
and Watson who rescue a heroine held by a mustache-twirling villain in a den of  
caricatured Chinese gangsters," at: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AIN3e6kGXKo 53

Olaf  Hytten & Charles McNaughton 

 http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AIN3e6kGXKo53
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1953 - Sir Kenneth Macmillan (1929 - 1992) played Sherlock Holmes, with Stanley 
Holden as Dr. Watson on stage for the Sadler’s Wells Ballet Co., in the ballet “The Great 
Detective” (1953). 

 

 

Sir Kenneth Macmillan   
(Lets see another Holmes do this move!)                
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Of  course some will insist this was not just Scotland’s First Sherlock Holmes, but, 
 ‘THE SHERLOCK HOLMES’ 

 

Dr. Joseph Bell  
(1837 - 1911) 
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Serbia 

2017 - Ferenc Agota  played Sherlock Holmes in "Fama About Cyclists” (Book of  
Bicycles) on the stage of  the  Novi Sad Theater Serbia in 2017.  The Novi Sad Theatre is 
a small Hungarian language theatre in Serbia. It is located in the Rotkvarija 
neighborhood, near city centre on Jovana Subotića street 3–5, in Novi Sad, the capital of  
the Serbian province Vojvodina. 
 

Ferenc Agota 
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Siam 

~1912 - King Vajivarudh (Rama VI) the King of  Siam was so obsessed with Sherlock 
Holmes, that he not only dressed as Holmes, he actually created Nai Thong-In, Siam’s 
Sherlock Holmes. He was among those writers who introduced mysteries and detective 
stories to the Thai reading public. He translated Agatha Christie's Hercule  Poirot novels 
into Thai, and created the character "Nai Thong-In" (Thai: นักสืบนายทองอิน) as Siam's 
first consulting detective, using Doyle's Sherlock Holmes as a model.  

Nai Thong-In 

King Vajivarudh (Rama VI) 
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Singapore 

2018 -Lingyi Xiong and Chrysan Lee were featured in a Wah!Banana Sherlockian 
comedy video titled “My Girlfriend is Sherlock Holmes”. Wah!Banana is a filmmaking 
group dedicated to bringing a Singaporean/Malaysian brand of  humor and laughter to 
YouTube.  

Lingyi Xiong  

Chrysan Lee 

See “My Girlfriend is Sherlock Holmes” at: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rk9pHHeEaKU 
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Slovakia 

2013 - Radovan Hudec  played Sherlock Holmes in "Sherlock Holmes ako londyndky 
sociopat” (Sherlock Holmes The Case of  the London Sociopath) for the Karola Spisaka 
Old Theatre in Nitra, Slovakia in December 2011. The character of  Irena Adlerová, who 
will intervene in the detective's life, alternated by Lucia Korená and Katarína Petrusová. 
The violin played an important role in this production. The director reached for Niccol 
Paganini's capricci. "These are virtuoso etudes that only he could play in his time. He 
thus proved his uniqueness, uniqueness and exclusivity. We used music to connect the 
destinies of  two exceptional men, "Jakub Nvota mentioned. He also made the production 
special with the martial art of  baritsu. By the time Holmes' stories are set, this was a big 
hit for London gentlemen. They learned how to use ordinary things like an umbrella, hat, 
bicycle or pipe to defend themselves against attackers.  And maybe Sherlock Holmes will 
also meet the criminal professor Moriarty. 

 

Radovan Hudec 
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2013 - Miroslav Bodoki, aka Boris Srník  played Sherlock Holmes in "Sherlock 
Holmes" on the stage of  the Jonáš Záborský Theatre, Prešov, Slovakia. Peter Krivý played 
Dr Watson. 

Peter Krivý  and Miroslav Bodoki 

“The legendary literary figure of  world famous detective and a mysterious villain in the 
original Slovak musical. Sherlock Holmes and Jack the Ripper ripple exciting and fateful 
struggle between good and evil. Story full of  surprising twists and turns will take you to 
London in the late 19th century and show you the dark side of  the good old times. But it 
also brings eternal theme of  love and genuine friendship.” - 54

 

       Miroslav Bodoki, aka Boris Srník              Slovak Musical Sherlock Holmes 

 https://www.zlavomat.sk/zlava/312625-povodny-slovensky-muzikal-sherlock-holmes54
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South Africa 

1900 - Our first Holmes acknowledgement for South Africa belongs to Lieutenant 
General Robert Stephenson Smyth Baden-Powell, during the Siege of  Mafeking in 
the Second Boer War, where he performed on stage “Recitation - Mr. Sherlock 
Holmes” (1900).  Yes that is the same Robert Baden-Powell who was first Chief  Scout 
of  the world-wide Boy Scout Movement, and founder, with his sister Agnes, of  the world-
wide Girl Scout Movement. Leonard Rayne appeared as Sherlock Holmes (1902) on 
stage Opera House and the Good Hope Theatre in Cape Town The patriarch of  the 
Redgrave acting clan, Roy Redgrave (1873 - 1922), spent considerable there, and I read 
he has played Sherlock Holmes on stage in three continents (I know he did in Europe & 
Australia) - was Africa the other one of  them? He was born in England and hiding out in 
South Africa to avoid trouble from an affair.  Of  course one of  the greatest Holmes of  all-
time, “Basil Rathbone (1892 - 1967) was born in Johannesburg, South Africa, in 1892, 
but three years later his family was forced to flee the country because his father was 
accused by the Boers of  being a British spy at a time when Dutch-British conflicts were 
leading to the Boer War. The Rathbones escaped to England, where Basil and his two 
younger siblings, Beatrice and John, were raised. Their mother, Anna Barbara (George), 
was a violinist, who was born in Grahamstown, South Africa, of  British parents, and their 
father, Edgar Philip Rathbone, was a mining engineer born in Liverpool.”  That was all 55

I had when I started this monograph, however now two new entries can be added for 
South Africa, Leonard Rayne and Horace Hunter. Leonard Rayne performed as 
Sherlock Holmes in William Gillette’s play “Sherlock Holmes” in the Good Hope 
Theatre in Cape Town, South Africa in 1902. Horace Hunter  played Sherlock Holmes 
in “Sherlock Holmes, Are You A Mason?” in 1907, from Cape Town to Umtali,, South 
Africa, a distance of  1,600 miles in two weeks!  56

“Recitation - Mr. Sherlock Holmes” (1900)  

 http://www.imdb.com/name/nm0001651/bio?ref_=nm_ov_bio_sm 55

 “Era” newspaper, Dec. 28, 190756
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— 

Robert Baden-Powell 

Leonard Rayne 

“Sherlock Holmes” 1902   
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The attached clipping establishes that Roy Redgrave played Holmes in 
Bloemfontein in 1902. 

 

Roy Redgrave had been hiding out in South Africa 
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— 
Horace Hunter  

Sherlock Holmes in “Sherlock Holmes, Are You A Mason?” 1907 

 

  Basil Rathbone  
       was born in South Africa 
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South Korea 

The following information on the first South Korean Sherlock Holmes was submitted to 
me by Sherlockian Ray Wilcockson.  

As in many other countries, the BBC Sherlock and Robert Downey Jr. films proved 
immensely popular in South Korea. Moreover, from the internet searches presented here, 
it is interesting to see that country has drawn on different cultural strengths and fandoms 
than the West’s recourse to actors: the most popular and recognizable homegrown 
Holmes is an established pop singer with a huge fanbase; the most successful Korean 
production, a musical. 

“Sherlock Holmes: Secret of  the Anderson Family” 

2011 - Song Yongjin (1976 - ) played Sherlock Holmes in the stage musical “Sherlock 
Holmes: Secret of  the Anderson Family”, was the only actor nominated for one of  the 
Korean Music Awards, and is most identified with the role. This is why I offer Song Yong-
jin as South Korea’s first Sherlock Holmes actor. Young-sook Shin seems to have been the 
most successful of  the Jane Watson’s but she only joined at Encore stage, so the first 
Watson in South Korea was TWO WOMEN: giving slight precedence to Bang Jineui 
over Meungeun Jung as Bang was in both versions of  “Anderson”. 

                                     Song Yongjin    Park Sang-Woo 
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Ray Wilcockson has identified 3 productions ( 2 related musicals and a play). 

2011 -“Sherlock Holmes: Secret of  the Anderson Family” musical. The first performance 
I can confirm August 6 to Sept 25 at Seoul’s Dae Hak No (theatre district), Theatre Group 
Eda, Hall One. Actors named: Kim Won-Jun, Song Yongjin, Bang Jineui & Meungeun 
Jung. 

                      Song Yongjin           Kim Joo-Yong           Kim Dohyun 

Plot: “End of  19th Century, London. Its Christmas Eve. Two gunshots are heard from the 
mansion of  the Anderson family, one of  England’s most noble families. Three people 
were in that mansion that day: Adam Anderson, the only inheritor of  the Anderson 
family, His twin brother Eric Anderson who has lost everything to Adam Anderson, and 
Lucy Johnson, Adams fiancee and love of  the two brothers. Two weeks later, Forby 
Anderson, the second-in-command of  the Anderson family comes to Sherlock Holmes to 
commission him a case: Please find Lucy Johnson.The next day, Adam and Eric each visit 
Holmes separately, commissioning him to find Lucy Johnson. They give Holmes a large 
amount of  money. Holmes has the intuition that this isn’t just a simple missing case. As he 
begins his investigation, people surrounding Anderson family start to get murdered one by 
one. Sherlock Holmes, the greatest detective in the world, challenged by the serial killer 
hidden behind the veil!”  57

2012 
By March the musical had been revised and cast expanded/modified as an official Encore 
production. 

 http://ticket.interpark.com/Global/Play/Goods/GoodsInfo.asp?GoodsCode=1100712857
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I can confirm production March 3 to May 13 at Sookmayung Arts Center, Theatre S, 
Seoul (on Sookmayung Women’s University campus). Actors named: Song Yongjin, Kim 
Dohyun, Youngsook Shin & Bang Jineui. In both forms the musical toured the country 
extensively and won several awards in the 17th Korean Music Awards of  2012. 

2012/13 
A play called “Sherlock Holmes: Secret of  Birlstone” performed at Sky Theatre in Seoul’s 
Dae Hak No district. I have NO other information on this. 

2013/14 
“Sherlock Holmes 2: A Bloody Game” musical followup to “Anderson”. Opened at BBC 
Arts Centre (no relation to English BBC), Seoul, starring again Song Yongjin & Kim Do-
hyun. 

Things are complicated by the doubling of  the parts of  Sherlock Holmes and Jane 
Watson. I can say for certain that Song Yongjin has played Sherlock Holmes throughout. 
I’m certain Kim Dohyun joined the cast for the encore & alternated as Sherlock Holmes. 
I am sure Bang Jineui & Meungeun Jung originated Jane Watson & alternated 
performances. Kim Won-jun was in the production and it seems likely he alternated with 
Song Yongjin. 

Kim Won-jun 

See clips of  “Sherlock Holmes: Secret of  the Anderson Family” 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xe5_p_x5_zQ 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NzG-zkFbajk 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=n2koAhFA8YM 
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2012 - “Shinee (stylized as SHINee) is a South Korean boy group formed by S.M. 
Entertainment in 2008.The group consists of  five members: Onew, Jonghyun, Key, 
Minho and Taemin… ‘Sherlock' is the fourth EP of  the group. The EP consists of  seven 
tracks including the title song "Sherlock (Clue + Note)…The lead single and title song 
‘Sherlock (Clue + Note)’ is a hybrid remix; which means the song consists of  two 
independent songs that are remixed together to create a new style of  music. The two 
songs that were remixed for ‘Sherlock (Clue + Note)’ are ‘Clue' and "Note". The lyrics 
describe Sherlock’s solving of  a crime through logical "clues" and intuitive ‘notes’.”   58

SHINee 

Sherlock (Clue + Note) Lyrics at:   
https://www.musixmatch.com/lyrics/SHINee/Sherlock-Clue-Note/translation/english 

With an amazing video for ‘Sherlock (Clue + Note)’ which has gone viral with over 
30,000,000 views, this boy band’s monstrous popularity mirrors the popularity of  
Sherlock Holmes in Korea, brought about by the Robert Downey Jr. films and the 
Benedict Cumberbatch “Sherlock” TV series. 

SHINee 샤이니 Sherlock 셜록 I’m So Curious Yeah 

 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sherlock_(EP)58
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Lee Jin-ki (이진기)(Onew) 
 

Lee Tae-min (이태민) (Taemin) 
  

Listen to SHINee Sherlock at: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8kyG5tTZ1iE 

2012 - Yoo Jae-suk, Gary, Haha, Kim Jong-kook, Lee Kwang-soo, Song Ji-hyo, 
Kim Je-dong, Yoon Do-hyun, and Ji Suk-jin all wore Sherlockian garb in another 
South Korean show of  interest to Sherlockians . “Running Man” a South Korean 
game/variety TV show. Episode 79, January of  2012, aboard the cruise ship Club 
Harmony featured NINE Sherlocks! To find a rapist designer behind this week’s mystery, 
a expel will have to square their clues together on an scary boat before they go blank 
themselves. It’s so chock full of  secrecy, deception, and amour that any spin will leave we 
with some-more questions than answers.  59

— 

 http://thekoreandrama.com/korean-drama/running-man-episode-79.html59
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Guest Stars: thespian Yoon Do-hyun and speaker Kim Jae-don 

 

Do-hyun found a idea that would lead him to a treasure’s location     Jong-kook the winner! 

Read all about “Running Man” episode 79 with the nine Sherlocks at:  

http://thekoreandrama.com/korean-drama/running-man-episode-79.html 

Definitely not Sherlock Holmes 
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Spain 

1908 - Enric Gimenez (1866 - 1939) was the first actor in Spain to play Sherlock 
Holmes. He starred in an adaptation of  William Gillette’s "Sherlock Holmes" stage play 
at the Teatro Principal, Barcelona (Opened April 22, 1908). Salvador Bonavia was the 
playwright. 

  

Enric Gimenez   
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Program Cover  
El Detective Sherlock 

Holmes 1908

Salvador Bonavia  
circa 1910 photo



1908 - Eliseo San Juan, a Spanish actor debuted as Sherlock Holmes 23 May 1908 in 
the Apolio theater in Buenos Aires, Argentina, (that of  Pepe Podestá), in "Sherlock 
Holmes", French arrangement an by Vidal & Traversa.  A few months later he was once 
again Sherlock Holmes in “Aventuras de Sherlock Holmes” (“Adventures of  Sherlock 
Holmes”) arrangement, "El Vendedor de Cadáveres ,” (“The Seller of  Cadavers”) by 
Agustin Fontanella July 20th at the same venue. Argentinian Pablo Podesta, considered 
the most talented of  Argentina’s famous Podesta entertainment family, then played the 
role soon after in the “New Adventures of  Sherlock Holmes” at the St Martin theatre. 
1908 seemed to be the year of  Sherlock Holmes in Buenos Aires as the Bordeaux-Cairo 
Italian company would also perform a “Sherlock Holmes” play at the Modern 
theatre there.   Enric Gimenez had opened as Holmes in Barcelona on April 22, 1908, so 60

Eliseo San Juan’s  23 May 1908 would miss by a month of  being the first Spanish 
Holmes. 

 

Eliseo San Juan 

 http://www.lanacion.com.ar/978140-en-1908-sherlock-holmes-estuvo-aqui60
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1909 - Enric Gimenez was followed by Josep Santpere (1875 - 1939), who played Jeph-
Roch Holms in "The Detective Jeph-Roch Homs", a parody of  William Gillette's play at 
Teatro Principal, Barcelona (Opened April 1, 1909). Salvador Bonavia was the playwright 
for both plays. 

Josep Santpere  

Program Covers for The Detective Jeph-Roch Homs (1909)  
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1912-42 -“Enrique Rambal García (Utiel,Valencia, September 21,1889 - Valencia, 
May 9, 1956) was a Spanish actor and theater director , father of  actor Enrique Rambal 
Sacía. Playwrights such as Alfredo Marqueríe and Fernando Fernán Gómez have 
considered him one of  the renovators of  theater production in Spain and America, 
master of  melodrama and theatrical entrepreneur specialized in great shows of  police or 
detective genre.”  The great actor William Gillette has been labeled America’s 61

Sherlock Holmes, one could label actor Enrique Rambal Spain’s Sherlock Holmes. For 
the first half  of  the twentieth century, spanning a solid thirty years, Enrique Rambal 
made numerous appearances as the great detective. After performing in minor venues in 
the early 1900’s for others, Enrique Rambal debuted with his own company at Valencia's 
Princesa theatre on 20 April 1912.  He was Sherlock Holmes in “El perro fantamsa” (The 
Phantom Dog), a version of  Arthur Conan Doyle’s “Hound of  the Baskervilles”.  He is  62

the actor/ director. producer, and did the lead acting his own productions. 

Enrique Rambal 

Enrique Rambal is a major Sherlock Holmes performer! I can’t give you all the times, 
dates and places he performed, but here are some of  things I have learned about his 
Holmes productions and performances. 

 https://es.wikipedia.org/wiki/Enrique_Rambal_García61

 Delgado, Maria M. 'Other' Spanish Theatres: Erasure and Inscription on the Twentieth Century ...pg. 15062
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“El suplicio de Max Vert” ("The Torture of  Max Vert”) 

“The Torture of  Max Vertdonde” was a work by the author Arturo M. Sala. The subtitle 
of  the publication explains: ‘Drama in four acts and a prologue, inspired by an American 
play, premiered at the Teatro Circo de Córdoba on the night of  October 12, 1917.’  It 
was printed in Madrid at the Moderna printing house in 1918. In the press, the author -
ship of  the work is attributed to Arturo Mori and Tungaloa. In “The Torment of  Max 
Vert”, a Yankee banker dies; the murderer blames the chief  of  an Indian tribe, and the 
brother of  this innocent person, who is punished with death, although he knows the truth,  
he swears to avenge himself  and many times repeatedly against the true author of  the 
crime, who is defended by Sherlock Holmes. the avengers of  the avenger. At last the truth 
was discovered, and the criminal dies after confessing his crime.  63

“El secreto del submarino” (“The Secret of  the Submarine”) 

During the seasons of  1918 to 1919. About the theft of  some plans for the construction of  
a submarine ship, very interesting episodes are developed, in which a tribe of  Indians and 
the famous Sherlock Holmes intervenes. A bastard prince of  the house of  England, born 
in India, out of  hatred for his father, the King of  Brittany, is dedicated to stealing all State 
documents, and the famous Sherlock Holmes is in charge of  discovering the criminal 
thief.  64

“El silbido fatal” (“El caso de la banda moteada”) (“La aventura de la banda de lunares”) 
"The Fatal Whistle" ("The Case of  the Mottled Band") ("The Adventure of  the Polka Dot 
Band") 

Obviously an adaption of  the Doyle short story “The Adventure of  the Speckled Band”. 
The case of  the mottled band; sometimes it appears as the adventure of  the polka dot 
band. In this adventure the murder weapon is a snake imported from India, powerful 
poison. The murderer uses a whistle to make it go out and return to his trainer; that 
sound is only heard by their victims, which in this case is their own stepdaughters. This 
work was represented by Rambal at the Olympia theater in Valencia during the seasons 
from 1918 to 1919. He will take it back to the theater Principal of  Valencia on February 
17, 1927. After many years, in the months of  October and November of  1942 and in the 

 Gimeno, Ferrer, Enrique Rambal and the Melodrama of  the  FIirst Half  of  the XX Century, Univesity of  63

València 2008. 

 Gimeno, Ferrer, Enrique Rambal and the Melodrama of  the  FIirst Half  of  the XX Century, Univesity of  64

València 2008. 
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same theater, he returned to include it in his repertoire.   (also we add now: July 26, 65

1941-12 September 1941, Progress Theatre, Madrid)   66

“Raffles contra Sherlock Holmes” (“Aventuras del Ladrón Aristocrático") “Raffles against 
Sherlock Holmes” (“Adventures of  the Aristocratic Thief ”) 

Enrique Rambal appears as Sherlock Holmes, combined with the thief  Raffles in titles 
such as: Raffles against Sherlock Holmes (Adventures of  the aristocratic thief) . It 
premiered at the Teatro Principal de Valencia on January 29, 1927; he returned to 
represent it in the theater Novedades de Madrid on December 4 of  that same year. 
In London there is a meeting between Holmes and Raffles in a tavern. The first pursues 
the famous thief  and both are challenged: Holmes must avoid that within six months the 
famous thief  commits a new robbery. Some variants of  the characters have already been 
introduced: that in this case Raffles is of  American origin and has an Italian lover: 
Graziella. The thief's robbery attempt on the banker, Fluton, is frustrated by the 
intervention of  Holmes although he manages to escape with the help of  his Italian lover.  67

 Enrique Rambal 

 Gimeno, Ferrer, Enrique Rambal and the Melodrama of  the  FIirst Half  of  the XX Century, Univesity of  65

València 2008. 

 http://teatro.es/contenidos/documentosParaLaHistoria/Docs1941/estrenos.php?66

pag=2&ciudad=Madrid&teatro=Progreso

 Gimeno, Ferrer, Enrique Rambal and the Melodrama of  the  FIirst Half  of  the XX Century, Univesity of  67

València 2008. 
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Sri Lanka 

2011 - Pubudu Chathuranga performed as Sherlock Holmes in the film “Surangana 
Lowin Awilla”,  a Fantasy Children's Movie. Guided by an Angel children travel through 
time to meet Sherlock Holmes, King Dutugamunu, Veera Puranappu, and 
Aladdin. Produced by Pasan Chandrasekara & Pravin Jayaratne, Sri Lanka, and directed 
by Suneth Malinga Lokuhewa. 

 

 

Pubudu Chathuranga 
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2013 - Shanaka Amarasinghe performed as Sherlock Holmes, with Kanishka Herat 
as Dr. Watson, in the stage play “Sherlock Holmes’ Secret Life” Lionel Wendt Art Centre, 
Colombo, Sri Lanka. 

              Shanaka Amarasinghe                     Kanishka Herat 

“Perhaps it’s the society we live in, the work we do, the stress we build mulling over 
millions of  things that need not be major concerns, or maybe it’s just us being Sri 
Lankans – we love a good laugh! It is an indisputable fact that what we want from 
characters on stage is comedy – fast paced, rib-hurting, tear-jerking comedy. Determined 
to let local theatre lovers experiment with less giggle- inducing, more other-kind-of-
theatre, Silent Hands is all set to present Ed Lange’s ‘Sherlock Holmes’ Secret Life,’ a 
mystery thriller under its new arm Creative Circle. ...When looking for musicals, the duo 
stumbled on ‘Sherlock Holmes’ Secret Life’ and thought it interesting as they listened to 
sample music. Only when they brought down the book did they realize that it was not a 
musical but a play, a mystery thriller, with comedy elements to it. “Someone had written a 
music score for it which we could use if  we wanted to. That was about musical as it was 
going to be. It was a straightforward thriller play and we both agreed that this was 
brilliant.” This thriller by Ed Lange is based on the characters created by Sir Arthur 
Conan Doyle and is the first and previously unwritten case undertaken by Watson and 
Holmes.”  68

 Cheranka Mendis http://www.ft.lk/2013/05/18/an-exciting-experiment/68
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Sudai Arabia 

2012 - Amanda Combs was Sherlock Holmes with a mustache and blue pipe in 
“Sherlock Holmes in. . .Coffee or Tea?” A six minute Arabic 103 oral presentation which 
was posted to YouTube on  24 May 2012. 

Amanda Combs 
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Sweden 

1902 - Emil Bergendorff   (1864 - 1921)  “... got his first leading role as Sherlock 
Holmes in William Gillette's play of  the same name. Two other Stockholm theaters also 
performed the popular play, but Emil was considered the best practitioner of  the master 
detective, even in competition with admittedly good actors”  “Emil Bergendorff ’s first 69

night of  Sherlock Holmes in Stockholm was April 5, 1902, but the day before - April 4, 
1902 - the play was actually played in the southern Swedish town Helsingborg on 
Helsingborgs Teater by the Danish company Oddg.Stephensens sällskap who made a 
guest appearance with the Danish actor Oddg.Stephensen in the role of  Holmes. A one 
night performance only. Helsingborg is a harbour town, only one hour trip from 
Denmark by ferry. So this was actually the very first performance of  Gillette’s/Christmas 
play Holmes in Sweden if  you are to be accurate Bergendorff ’s performance the next day 
is the official Swedish premier.”  70

                        Emil Bergendorff                   Drawing by Arthur Sjögren 
                                                                     Emil Bergendorff  as Sherlock Holmes 

 Bostrom, Mattias blog http://emilbergendorff.wordpress.com/69

 Bergman, Ted,  e-mail.70
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Nice photo from Folkets Hus Amatör-Teater. Emil Bergendorff  can be seen to the right, 
playing Sherlock Holmes. And to the left is Hjalmar Lagerman as Professor Moriarty. 

Hjalmar Lagerman - Emil Bergendorff  
Folkets Hus Amatör-Teater (Photo from Mattias Bostrom) 

1902 - Sven Bergvall played Sherlock Holmes in the play “Sherlock Holmes” at the 
Folkteatern theatre at Östermalmstorg in Stockholm, Sweden. 

Sven Bergvall 
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Other early Swedish stage actors include: 

1902 - Emil Ljungqvist who played Sherlock Holmes in the play “Sherlock Holmes”. 

Emil Ljungqvist 

1902-03 - Oskar Textorius who played Sherlock Holmes in the play “Sherlock 
Holmes”. 

Oskar Textorius 
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1902- 1909 - William Larsson who played Sherlock Holmes in the play “Sherlock 
Holmes” mostly in Finland, but in Denmark and his homeland of  Sweden also. 

William Larsson 

1903-13 - Hugo Rönnblad who played Sherlock Holmes in the play “Sherlock 
Holmes”. 

Hugo Rönnblad 
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Switzerland 

1908 -Monsieur Coursière played Sherlock Holmes in the play “Sherlock Holmes” from 
the Pierre Decourcelle's adaptation. 
 

Monsieur Coursière 
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1967 - Marcel Imhoff  (1924-1979) is listed by Michael Pointer as having played Sherlock 
Holmes for 6 broadcasts in 1967 on radio in Switzerland for Radio Suisse Romande. It has no 
listing of  show titles. 

2010 - Vincent Aubert (1951 - ) starred as Sherlock Holmes in "The Last Sherlock Holmes 
Investigation" ("La dernière enquête de Sherlock Holmes") with Michel Moulin (1949 - )  as Dr. 
Watson. 

Vincent Aubert                       Michel Moulin 
                                                                                                           

“Vincent Aubert's performance as the aged Holmes is absolutely perfect while 
Michel Moulin's Watson is simply inspired. Watching the film, I was engrossed as 
the story unfolded until the ending which struck me as off. That is until 
discussing the film.Watson as the villain, setting up Holmes, it normally would be a cheap 
gimmick,an offensive twist to a beloved character. HOWEVER, Michel Moulin is made to look 
almost identical to Sir Arthur Conan Doyle. Once I absorbed that intentional look, it all clicked 
into place. Watson, as biographer, is a stand in for Doyle; a man who hated his own creation and 
how he was forced to play second fiddle to his fictional creation. Once that clicked, and I 
understood what the filmmakers were trying for, I wholly appreciated the ending and my 
enjoyment of  the movie (already quite high) went through the roof. This is certainly a Sherlock 
Holmes film for a thinking fan who is familiar with the character, as well as the author who 
him.”   71

See the trailer for "La dernière enquête de Sherlock Holmes" at: 
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lfcA-qx59g0 

 Author: Captain_Roberts from Naples, FL71
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Tahiti 

2018 - Christophe Delort was Sherlock Holmes with Karim Wallet as Dr. Watson in 
“Sherlock Holmes et le mystère de la vallée de Boscombe” (Sherlock Holmes and the 
Mystery of  the Boscombe Valley”). Three actors, Christophe Delort, Karim Wallet and 
Charlotte Gachon, did not go unnoticed Sunday at Tahiti-Faa’a airport, since they were 
dressed as the Sherlock Holmes and Dr.Watson of  1888 when they departed the plane. 
The trio were about to play five performances of  the play "Sherlock Holmes and the 
Mystery of  the Boscombe Valley" on the stage of  the Little Theater of  the Maison de la 
culture. The play was created in 2017 and already has more than 250 performances in 
France. The Sherlock Holmes actor and director, Christophe Delort, was inspired by the 
works of  Sir Arthur Conan Doyle, late nineteenth century era author, but he suspects that 
recent Sherlock Holmes adaptations to cinema and television have contributed greatly to 
the success of  his play. 

Christophe Delort 
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Taiwan 

2012 - Ye Xingchen (葉星⾠) was featured in a Sherlockian themed commercial film 
titled “Holmes-style Romance”. The commercial film was for the Murder Ink book store 
of  Taipei City, Taiwan. She plays Emma, a girl who loves fantasy in books, and at one 
point fantasizes being Sherlock Holmes. 
 

Ye Xingchen 

See the commercial film “Holmes-style Romance” at: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8fppZV8g--g 
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2012 - Nigel Miles-Thomas played Sherlock Holmes on stage in Thailand and Hong 
Kong in “The Return of  Sherlock Holmes” for the Performance Exchange. Long thought 
dead after his titanic struggle with the evil Professor Moriarty at the Reichenbach 
Falls, the legendary detective Sherlock Holmes slips back into London in disguise to 
combat the evil henchmen of  the dreaded Moriarty.  Reunited with his great friend and 
compatriot Dr. Watson, Holmes sets in motion a daring plan to foil the criminals.  Risking 
his own life to ensnare the culprits, Holmes proves yet again that he is the finest detective 
in the world.  Nigel Miles-Thomas (Sherlock Holmes) has produced, directed and acted in 
well over 100 stage productions, and has been associated with some of  London’s top 
theatre companies.  Daniel Foley (Dr. Watson) has performed in 70 countries, and has 
been involved with Performance Exchange as director for 30 years. Daniel Foley you may 
have noticed was our entry as our first Sherlock Holmes performer for Laos. 

 

Nigel Miles-Thomas 
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2016 - Young Matthew Lam played Sherlock Holmes in "Observation & Deduction -
Sherlock Holmes Investigation” a short film uploaded to Youtube in December 2016. 

Matthew Lam 

2020 -  Allan Hsieh played Sherlock Holmes in "Sherlock Holmes - The Adventure of  
the Musgrave Ritual” a very nice 33 minute fan film uploaded to Youtube 25 May 2020. 

Allan Hsieh 

See the film “Sherlock Holmes - The Adventure of  the Musgrave Ritual” at: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_uIc5KaJ2Ts 
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Trinidad and Tobago 

1984 - Floella Benjamin  (1949 - )  a Trinidadian-British actress, author, television 
presenter, singer, businesswoman and politician. She is known as presenter of  children's 
programmes such as Play School, Play Away and Fast Forward. She played Shirley 
Holmes, with Brian Cant as Wally Watson in the 28 January 1984 episode BBC2’s TV 
show “Play Away”. The sketch opened with Holmes and Watson singing the song, “We 
are Detectives”, while walking through an audience of  children. Following a number of  
puns and one-liners Watson convinces Holmes to tell the story of  her first case, “The 
Murder of  Lord Ronnie Eccleston Smythe”. The kids in the audience are encouraged 
voice the dead body’s slumping, a dog howling, the shot of  the gun and the policeman. 
“Play Away” was a sort of  companion program to BBC’s “Play School”, aimed at slightly 
older children: lots of  jokes, singing and dancing, but never dumbed down, all at a pace 
far quicker than generally associated with the BBC's children's output. The BBC wiped 
the original master tape and it no longer exists in the archives, but thank to Youtube we 
can view Floella as Holmes. A black female Shirley Holmes in 1984, very forward 
thinking. 

Floella Benjamin 

See the “Play Away” The Murder of  Lord Ronnie Eckelton Smythe” video at: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=viL19BOTkKo 
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Tunisia 

2020 - Ayoub Marzouki discovers Sherlock Holmes little secret in a school project 
encouraged by his English Teacher Sanae. The secret is Holmes’ use of  the concept of  
Graph theory in Criminology. His three minute video “Sherlock Holmes Little Secret” 
was posted to Youtube 20 January 2020. 

Ayoub Marzouki 

See the video “Sherlock Holmes Little Secret” at: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=260RfnSAWoU&t=11s 
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Turkey 

1972 - Erol Günaydın (1933 – 2012) plays the tubby, Sherlock Holmes attired side-kick 
Bitik to the hero’s Tekin in the battle against Dr. Satan, in the Turkish cult classic  
“Yılmayan Şeytan” ("The Deathless Devil") 

Erol Günaydın 

“Comedian Erol Günaydin (Bitik) does his best Ralph Kramden. This guy was still 
making movies in 2009. I found the Sherlock Holmes bit to be strange, but I did some 
research and found that he’s a popular character in Turkey!”  If  you are not buying Erol 72

Günaydin as a Sherlock Holmes you may then choose Cezmi Baskin from the TV show 
“Akasya Durağı”  (2008), or a more classic Sherlock Holmes in the Turkish play “Sherlock 
Holmes” (2012) with Burak Karaman as Sherlock Holmes and  Kerem Kobanbay as Dr. 
Watson. 

2008 - Cezmi Baskin  played  Detective Sherlock Osman in  2008, for three consecutive 
episodes of  "Akasya Durağı "  (Acacia Stop), a Turkish family TV series on Kanal 
Drunning (2008-12).  

 http://monsterminions.wordpress.com/2011/04/21/doctor-satan-lives/72
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Cezmi Baskin 

Detective Şerlok Osman and his assistant Ali Kefal 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tuOR2zPT_70 

Sherlock Osman and Band Chief  Sinan on Top Secret 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=olhpkkymyKE 

Sherlock Osman and Watson Arif  in Action 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vuh5QX-jVUE 

2012 - Burak (John) Karaman (1969 - ) plays Sherlock Holmes with Kerem Kobanbay 
(1970 - ) as Dr. Watson in the Turkish stage play “Sherlock Holmes” at the TİYATRO 
AK'LA KARA (Ak Black Theater), Istanbul. 

Burak Karaman and  Kerem Kobanbay 
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Ukraine 

1908 - Mr. Saveliev played Sherlock Holmes on stage in “Sherlock Holmes” on 8 
February 1908, in Rovno (or Rivne), Ukraine for  the BA Broderov troupe. The price of  
admission was 338 rubles  80 kop. From Alexander Orlov’s research the possible cast was: 
Holmes - Saveliev; Mariani - Petrenko; Lady Katagan - Charina; Ms. Parbs-
Sheremetyeva; The Boy - Prozorovskaya. 

Mr. Saveliev 
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1968 - Valentin Golovko played Sherlock Holmes on stage in “His Majesty, Sherlock 
Holmes "(A Detective Revue in 2 parts), at the Krasnoyarsk Young People's Theatre, 
Premiere: January 28, 1968. 

Valentin Golovko 

(Photo from play review in 1/31/68 Russian newspaper supplied by Alexander 
Orlov) 

1968 - Nikolay Volkov  (1934 - 2003) It would appear Nikolay Volkov (Николай 
Волков) and Vyacheslav Garin (Вячеслав Гарин) were the first to appear on Russian TV 
in 1968 in “The First Case of  Dr. Watson” a version of   “A Study in Scarlet”. Also in 
1968, Nikolay Volkov and Anatoly Katsinsky (А. Кацинский) played Sherlock Holmes & 
Dr. Watson in “A Scandal in Bohemia”. 

Nikolay Volkov  & Lev Krugly (Лев Круглый)  “Собака Баскервилей ” - “The Hound 
of  Baskervilles” - was broadcast as a two part drama on Russian TV in 1971 with Nikoli 
Volkov as Sherlock Holmes & Lev Krugly as Dr. Watson.  Nikolay Volkov (he performed 
Holmes even before that, in 1968) was also born in Ukraine (Odessa), but he is ethnic 
Russian.  73

 Orlov, Alexander,  e-mail73
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Nikoli Volkov  & Lev Krugly 

Watch Nikolay Volkov  & Lev Krugly (Лев Круглый)  “Собака Баскервилей ” - “The 
Hound of  Baskervilles” at: 

http://my.mail.ru/mail/victorbataev/video/15627/29806.html 

1969 - Vasily Lanovoy (1934 - ) Played Sherlock Holmes in “the Second Stain” on 
Russian TV in 1969. You may also say that Vasily Lanovoy was the first ethnic Ukrainian 
as Holmes (1969)(from Ukraine, from a village in the Odessa region).   74

Vasily Lanovoy 

 Orlov, Alexander,  e-mail74
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United Arab Emirates - Dubai 

2014 - Arjun Burman  played Sherlock Holmes in "Sherlock Holmes and the 
Adventure of  the Suicide Club" on the stage of  the Kilachand Studio Theatre, Mall of  
the Emirates, Dubai. David Daly played Dr Watson. 

Arjun Burman 

"Sherlock Holmes and the Adventure of  the Suicide Club" combines Sir Arthur Conan 
Doyle's classic hero with RL Stevenson's novel - The Suicide Club. “In the heart of  
London, behind the impassive facade of  a windowless house, some of  Europe's most 
powerful men gather to play a game. The game is murder, and this is The Suicide Club. 
But the club has a new member, Sherlock Holmes: brilliant, brooding, the greatest 
detective in the world. Why does Holmes wish to die? Can his friend Dr. Watson save 
him? Or doesn't Holmes want to be saved? A new stage thriller featuring the famed sleuth 
in a tale full of  mystery, romance, twists and chills.”  75

See the trailer for "Sherlock Holmes and the Adventure of  the Suicide Club" at: https://
www.youtube.com/watch?v=MlOzRG0koUE 

 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MlOzRG0koUE75
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2018 - Asad Raza Khan played Sherlock Holmes with Kuvam Sharma as Dr. Watson in 
"Sherlock — A Play" presented by The Hive and Tall Tales.  It opened at the Junction 
Theatre in Dubai, United Arab Emirates, on 18 January 2018 and closed on 20 January 
2018, after 4 performances.  

Asad Raza Khan 
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Uruguay 

1908 - Wallace Erskine, born in Cheshire & active on US stage from 1899, later to become 
Arthur Conan Doyle’s secretary and/or business manager during ACD's  US tour of  ’23, also 
toured South America as Sherlock Holmes in that famed 1908 year with 1 weeks of  the 10 week 
tour in Montevideo, Uruguay, for De Mille Comedy Dramatic Company.  76

Wallace Erskine 

 76
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Venezuela  

1991 - Juan Manuel Montesinos (1950 - ) was actually born in Madrid Spain, but played 
Sherlock Holmes in the film "Sherlock Holmes in Caracas" with Gilbert Dacournan as Dr. 
Watson. The film was shot on location, in Caracas, Venezuela. In the film, Sherlock Holmes and 
Dr. Watson journey to Venezuela to investigate reports of  a vampire and a pagan cult.     77

Juan Manuel Montesinos 

Vietnam 

2011-12 -Duc (aka Salazar) gets our look at Holmes performances and performers in Vietnam 
started with her blog “It’s got flaps. Ear flaps. It’s an ear-hat, John!” In which she models 
deerstalkers. 

 See Duc’s blog “It’s got flaps. Ear flaps. It’s an ear-hat, John!” at:  

https://14shadesofgrey.wordpress.com/tag/deerstalker-cap/ 

 http://www.imdb.com/title/tt0102905/?ref_=nm_flmg_act_1277
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2019 - Đen Vâu (Nguyễn Đức Cường) (1989-)  commonly known by his stage name Denu Vu 
or Den is a Vietnamese male musician and rapper. He is one of  the few successful artists from 
Vietnam's underground and indie-underground music scene. He owns songs that have millions of  
viewers on YouTube and many music awards. As many rappers do, he uses Sherlock Holmes in 
his lyrics. He is a Sherlock Holmes fan as demonstrated by wearing a deerstalker during his 
Youtube performance of  his song “Black” 

Denu Vu 

Watch his song “Black” at:  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3an192aq0wQ 
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2019 - Tín Na Nguyễn  is dressed as Sherlock Holmes in “LỐI NHỎ PARODY” (My Small 
Parody - The Scandal at the Automobile Sales Company) , a five minute musical  video 
posted to Youtube  22 November 2019. The video features  Tín na Nguyễn, Nhật Thảo , and 
Rémi Triều. 

 

Tín Na Nguyễn 

See “LỐI NHỎ PARODY” at:   

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FD1vECL1MWk 
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Wales 

1988 - Roger Rees (1944 - 2015 ) born in Aberystwyth, Wales, played Sherlock Holmes, 
with Crawford Logan as Dr. Watson, for BBC radio in “The Hound of  the 
Baskervilles” (1988). It was broadcast in two episodes, “The Powers of  Evil” and “Death 
on the Moor”. This was a year before fellow Welsh performer Clive Merrison would go 
on to be the only performer to have played Sherlock Holmes in adaptations of  every 
single Conan Doyle short story and novel about the character. 

       Roger Rees & Crawford Logan 

Roger Rees                     
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Zimbabwe 

2019 - Nigel Zerah played Sherlock Holmes in an internet short film “Sherlock 
Holmes:The Science of  Deduction”.  

Nigel Zerah 

So that concludes our around the world in 93 countries (granted a few perhaps not 
countries also) of  first Sherlock Holmes performers. We have learned the world wide 
influence the William Gillette play “Sherlock Holmes” exerted, as testified to by the 
majority of  countries that witnessed a Sherlock Holmes performance for the first time 
through it. We see a repeat of  that world wide influence nowadays, to an even greater 
extent, from the BBC’s “Sherlock” TV series with Benedict Cumberbatch, and from the 
Robert Downey Jr. “Sherlock Holmes movies.  We also know that there may be more 
countries out there, as well as Sherlock Holmes performers, that we haven’t mentioned 
yet, so please feel free to comment about any you may know of  to us. This essay is just a 
framework for what you the readers of  it may add to. The amazing worldwide fandom of  
the BBC “Sherlock” series and the Robert Downey Jr. Sherlock Holmes films I’m sure will 
spur even more new productions than even the Gillette play did. So view this essay as a 
work in progress and thanks for reading it. 
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